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INTRODUCTION
Terraces as a Soil Conservation Practice
The problem of preventing erosion caused by the forces
of runoff water on the sloping agricultural lands of the
United States has confronted agrlcultxirallsts since the
native vegetation was destroyed. Many methods have been
devised to oombat these forces» some of trtiich offer a greater
degree of protection than others. In general they oan be
divided into two major categories* One group Includes
agronomic practices such as proper land use, utilisation of
grasses and legvones in the rotation^ fertilising and liming^
and many other such methods. The other group includes
mechanical methods such as contouring» terracing^ waterways«
ponds, and detention reservoirs. Only in rare circuanstances
oan any one of these praetices adequately control erosion,
a combination of practices usually being required. Also more
Intensive use of the land for increased production of food
requires an increase In the use of the conservation practices
as well as a greater care and precaution In their use.
Terraces are one of the mechanical methods that fit
into a farm conservation plan. They are a very Important
portion of the water disposal system on cultivated hillsides*
«2-
At the Conservation Experiment Station, Bethany, HlSBOupi,
Smith and others (27# p. 5) stated that, "Terraces have
proved to be the moat effective supporting conservation
practice on the station."
The development of terraces can be traced through many
periods of trial and error. Hall (10) discusses the stages
of development of terraces previous to and including the
broadbftse channel-type terrace as developed by P. H. Mangun
at Wake Forest, North Carolina. This broadbase channel-type
terrace is In use today with modifications to suit the
various demands of specific localitlds. Benedict (2) gives
a history of terracing in Iowa, outllnlzig its development
from about 1926 when the first terraces were constructed to
1914.3 \Ai9n 8,730 miles of terraces had been built In the
state*
Settlement as a Factor In Effective Terrace Construction
As progress is made in the design of terraces to ade
quately serve the purpose of soil conservation, many factors
arise which require a scientific approach to more adequately
determine the requirements of such terraces. Guy (9) made a
study of the design of level terraces as affected by hydro-
logic factors. As furUier pz*ogress is made in this respect,
the need for an adequate terrace at the time of construction
increases in importcuioe.
**3**
The Importance of adequate terraces has been stressed
time and time again by different Investigators. Inrestl-
gatlng the possibility of small slse terraces, Holman
(13» P* 7) found that
Tex*raee8 one-fourth and one-half size have proven
entirely unaatlsfactory even with excess grades
of 8 In. in 100 ft. and permanent raeadow cover#
Terraces of this type tdioae original dimensions
were 8 ft. in width, 8 in. in height, and which
had a uniform grade of 8 in. In 100 ft. lost
their effectiveness almost completely in a period
of three years during which their average height
decreased to loss than 1^. in. and their cross-
sectional area decreased to less than 1.3 3q. ft.
A study of the effect of terraces on corn yields was
made by Zingg and Whltt (34)• They found that corn yields
were reduced in the terrace channel because of the thin
layer of topsoil. The corn yield was directly related to
the depth of top soli up to a certain point. Clark and
Wooley (U) stated that a layer of good productive soil will
accumraulate in the channel If frequent rebuilding is not
required. Therefore^ adequate construction which would help
to reduce frequent rebuilding is important in any terrace
system.
Frequent rebuilding of terraces must be distinguished
from normal maintenance. Normal maintenance simply replaces
soil in its original position on the terrace ridge. Frequent
rebuilding rwaoves soil from the channel area In an amount
that leaves only subsoil for the root tone*
-k'
Hormsmoier (12) In avaluatlng the porformance of differ
ent machines in the construction of terraces found that a
prediction of the change or the settlement of terraces wa»
necessary In order to properly evaluate the advantages and
disadvantages of each machine. Cost comparisons of the
different machines could not be made without a prediction
of settlement*
Constz*uctlon of adequate terraces Is Important. A
terraoe built to speclfloatlona with no allowance for
settlement could be Inadequate after settlement. The damage
from one Intense rain could then cause the entire water
disposal system to become Inoperative. On the other hand.
If very large terraces are built the cost or building will
be Increased and farming operations hindered. Therefore,
a knowledge of the settlement of terraces following construc
tion la imperative If (a) adequate terraces are to be con
structed to specific design specifIcatlons, (b) If the
•valuation of efficiency in constructing terraces la to be
attempted, or (c) if frequent rebuilding Is to be reduced
to prevent the periodic covering of excessive fertile soli
on terraced land.
-5-
REVIEW OP LITERATURE
Present Practices of Checking Terraces
Terraces should be checked with respect to grade and
capacity immediately following construction, not only in
order to prevent the disastrous results of a possible
intense rain but also beca\ise additional building can be
done more economically while the machine Is In the field*
Specifications for grade, capacity, and shape have been
developed for different areas and regions, and there is
general agreement among engineers as to the slse of a settled
terrace•
Field engineers use several methods of cheeking terraces
to determine If specifications have been met and if suitable
allowance for settlement has been made. While the grade
variation may be detemined directly, the capacity is
usually dotermlned after an estimate of the future settlement
is made. In order to estimate the settlement, some engineers
use their past experience* Others require the traotor or
other machine used in building the terrace to drive across
the terrace. Measurements M*e then made in the tracks* In
many cases terraces are built excessively large to allow for
settlement. If the terrace is too large natural deterioration
-6-
of the tej?race pldge may be allowed until the desired slse
is obtained. Sueh a practice is definitely not economical
and causes unnecessary hinderance to farming operations.
Still other contractors and farmers follow the recwnraendation
of Clark and Wooley ik) stated that it was more •conoai-
cal to build terraces with the moldboard plow by building
the base of the terrace ridge one year and completing th«
ridge of the terrace the followirxg year, assuming settlement
to then be complete. This practice presents an unnecessary
hasard as one heavy rain can make the entire water disposal
system ineffective*
Previous Work on Settlement of Terraces
The only previous work available on the investigation
of the settlement of terraces was carried out by Hermsmier
(12) in connection with the performance of five types of
machines used in terrace construction in western Iowa. Ha
found that a knowledge of settlement was necessary in order
to evaluate the different machines. Hermsmier's approach to
the problem was to take core samples both in the newly con
structed terrace ridge and in the undist\u:*bed area adjacent
to the terrace. The apparent specific gravity was determined
for each. The ratio of the apparent specific gravity of
the soil in the terrace ridge immediately after construction
-7-
Into the apparent speolfio gravity ot the \mdlsturbed soil in
the immediate vicinity was called the index of compaction*
Table 1 as presented by Uermsmier (12, p. 64.} gives the
average index of o<»npaction« These indexes were based on a
set of six pairs of samples taken on eaoh of two terraces
constructed with each type of equipment.
Table 1
Average Index of Compactness^
Equipment
Ratio oi
apparent
specific
Confidence limits
.05 .01
Moldboard plow 1.05 1.13 - 0.97 1.17 - 0.94
Whirlwind terracer 1.28 1.37 - 1.19 l.Ul - 1.15
Bulldozer 1.17 1.28 - 1.06 1.33 - 1.02
Motor Patrol 1.01 1.10 - 0.92 l.li^ - 0.88
Elevating grader A 1.31 l.i|0 - 1.23 i.kk - X.19
Table reproduced from Hermsmier (12, p. 64)*
The index of compactness was interpreted by Hermsmier
(12, p. 814., 91) by the following example:
The index of compactness of 1.0$ for the
moldboard plow indicates that the undistxu?bed soil
has an apparent specific gravity 1.05 times as
much as the apparent specific gravity of the soil
In the terrace ridge. Indicating that the soil in
the terrace ridge is not as compact as the
-8-
undlatiirbed soil. Assuming the soil In the terrace
ridge will settle \intll it resumes its original
apparent specific gravity, this soil will reduce
in volume • li.*76 per cent.
1 *03
In reference to the compaction by the different machines,
Hermsmier (12) stated that ^en the soil was pushed, carried,
or thrown on to the terrace ridge and not compacted by the
e<iluipment during conatz*uctlon, the Index of compaction was
about the same irrespective of the type of equipment used
or the method of moving the soil. He also stated that the
index of compaction averaged about 1.00 t^en the machinery
operated over the terrace ridge dxiring construction.
Present Recommendations for Predicting Settlement
There are numerous publications on terraces where
general reconasenditlons are made concerning allowance for
settlement* Clyde (5) stated that a terrace ridge should
be built to a height of 16 to 13 inches so that it will be
at least 12 inches high after settlement. McKltrlck (1?)
recommended that the terrace ridge should be from 12 to 15
inches after settlement. Clark and Wooley (Ij., p. 35) state
that
Terraces built to specifications will look
unnecessarily large when first constructed.
Settling of as much as 15 to 25^ will first reduce
the size. Farming will further lower the ridge and
-9-
the soil will drag or settle Into the oh&nnel mat
erially reducing the effective height of the
structiire.
A similar statement by Holman (13# P« Q) concerning the
settlement of terraces is that
The minimum net height of new terraces should
be 18 to 20 inches. The height of coawpacted ter
races should be 16 to l8 inches. For corn or
other clean cultivated crops a minimum net height
of 16 to IB Inches will be reduced about 3 Inches
by cultivation to a net height of 13 to 15 inches
at the end of the p:rowing season. A net height
of 13 inches Is considered the minimum safe
height for terraces in undisturbed condition.
All of the above investigators present recommendations
or ^Ive their observations as to terrace settlement. No
research data were given nor was any differentiation made
with respect to the type of machine used or as to the
many other variables affecting the settlement of terraces.
With respect to farming operations, the authorities quoted
ag]*ee that cultivation reduces the terrace cross-section.
Schoenleber {21^,, p. 14.78) in a study of terrace dimension
changes found that
Terrace dimension changes, %^en different
crops are grown, are due primarily to the method
and type of tillage operations performed.
Average terrace cross-sections will probably
increase when all tillage operations are performed
parallel to the terrace ridge and v^en plowing is
performed by back furrowing to ridge, leaving dead
furrow in oh&nnel &nd throwing all furrows uphill.
-10-
It would seem that even If plowing will maintain or
slightly Increase the terrace ridge height ^en certain
crops are grown, the gradual diminishing of slse during the
growing season and the settlement following construction must
be predicted at time of constxnictlon if a satisfactory and
effective terrace is to be attained. It must be noted that
the increase of terrace cross-sections as reported by
Schoenleber was acccanplished by using a two-way plow. When
conventional one-way plows are used, dead furrows and back
furrows are left within the terrace interval making the
maintenance more difficult.
-11-
ANALYSIS OP THE PROBLEM
Factors Affaotlng Settlement of Terraces
As stated by Blot (3, P- 155)# "Settlement Is caused by
a gradual adaptation of the soil to the load variation. This
process Is known as soil consolidation." In the case of
terraces the load causing settlement la not of a known con
stant magnitude as with a concrete structure constructed on
soil. Instead It varies with cllmatologlcal forces, load
of the soil particles upon supporting soil particles, and
loads applied through farming operations. The total settle
ment of terraces would be a function of the loads and, also,
the condition or void ratio of the soil upon which such loads
are applied. In other words the settlement is due to the
stress-strain characteristic of the soil. If a material is
truly elastic it will obey Hooke's law and the strain will be
proportional to the stress applied, and lAien the stz^ss is
removed the material will regain its initial dimension. Soil
is known to be non-elastic, non-homogenous, and non-lsotroplc
(29). However If presstire Is applied to soil and then
released, the soli will expand to a void ratio lower than it
originally had at *ero pressure. Therefore, soil can be con
sidered as partially elastic. With simplifying assumptions
-12-
a theory of soil consolidation has been developed by Tersaghi
based on the outflow of poi^ water caused by the Increased
hydrostatic pressure (29)•
The void ratio and unit presatire relationship for soil,
which is usually used Instead of \mit stress and unit strain.
Is approximately logarithmic indicating that a small Incre
ment of load will reduce the void ratio much more when the
soli is at ft high void ratio than the same increment of load
on a soil with a small void ratio*
Settlement throughout this study will be defined as the
total decrease In volume of the tenrace ridge. Although
settlement is a direct result of the loads applied by the
external forces mentioned above« the amount of settlement
is also a function of the condition of the terrace as Its
void ratio or other characteristics. Soil movement from the
terrace ridge to the channel or to the Interval below will
also result In a decrease In volume of the terrace ridge.
Soil movement la not true consolidation but Its effect
would necessarily be included with any terrace measuresoents
if such measurements Involved the entire terrace ridge and
not just a sample• Therefore, comparisons of the settlement
of terraces will be based on the combined effects of all
relationships•
Ibe load of soil particles on other supporting soil
particles would contribute only slightly to settlement, if
-13-
at all. The pressure on a s<luare foot at the bottom of a
fill of a terrace ridge would be at a maximum load of about
200 pounds# If the void ratio of the soil is high enough
so that such a load would have an effect, settlement would
probably take place during construction. In reference to
the minimian apparent specific gravity of soil, Doner (7» P*
299) states
The density or apparent specific gravity of
a granular medluiTV varies from that assumed when
loosely packed by its own weight, to a maximum
attained by rearrangement of particles through
slipping without crushing due to a relatively large
external force*
The settlement of terraces Is probably caused by com-»
pactlon or possibly the mov«nent of soil to another location.
Markwich (15) gave the basic principles of compacting as
pressure (rolling), impact (ramlng), and vibration. Terraces
would be subject to pressure and impact. The movement of
soil to another location would give an apparent settlement
but would not be true consolidation. Soil movement could be
accomplished by splash and runoff water flowing off the
terrace, and by farm machinery during nox<raal farming
operations.
The factors affecting settlement of terraces could be
listed as soil, machinery and construction procedure, slope,
shape of terrace, moisture content of the soil, vegetative
cover, climatologlcal forces, and farming operations. Many
of these factors are interrelated*
Soil
Th® soil type upon which terraces are constructed has
a definite influence on the amount the terrace will settle#
The soil type is a classification of soil baaed on Its
geological history as well as many other properties and
characteristics«
The textupal classification is included within the soil
type* Both total settlement and the rate of settlement
would be affected by the proportion of various size particles.
For instance, sand or gravel would settle very little;
all consolidation would take place iBBuediately and very
little rearrangement would take place with additional load.
Awell graded soil if subjected to a load would compact to a
very dense mass. If such a soil ware not subjected to a
load immediately, settlement would take place when later load
increments are applied# Xn contrast to sands and gravels,
heavy compaction produces the greatest increase of density
in the case of heavy clays (15)*
Structure is another soil property influencing settle
ment of terraces. Included with structure would be the
porosity or void ratio and the organic content* As stated by
Spangler (29), soil structure is the pattern of arrangement
of the individual particles or of aggregations and combina
tions of particles. Settlement must be accompanied by a
change in structure. As the soil is moved into the terrace
-15-
rldge, the original structura is partially destroyed. Undis
turbed soil is in •<juilibrlum with external environmental
forces. If the void ratio of the soil is increased as the
terrace is built, the soil will probably settle until
oQuilibrium soil conditions are met. On the other hand if
compaction takes place dvirlng construction, the original
structure Is destroyed. The soil will then remain in a oom^
pacted condition that will withstand any of the environmental
forces which tend to consolidate the material.
Amajor portion of the soil moved in building a terrace
contains organic matter« The organic matter tends to main
tain the soil in its original structure regardless of
whether forces occurlng during construction tend to compact
or loosen the soil. A terrace ridge containing clods would
probably settle leas during the earlier stages^ therefore,
its rate of settlement would be loss than that of a terrace
made up of a finely divided soil or even one having a single
grained structure.
Machinery and procedxa*e used In constinxction
The machinery used in the construction would definitely
have an effect upon the future settlement that would take
place after the terrace Is o<wplsted« Since settlement Is
a function of the void ratio or porosity of the soil in the
terrace ridge, less settlement would be expected from those
terraces ^ere compaction by the machine during construction
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Is greatest. Reed (21, p. 285) found that
Preliminary data obtained with a power driven
soli resistance recorder Indicate that all types
of traction units pack the soil to a considerable
depth, and that this packing effect Is vectored
out appreciable distance beyond the edge of the
tread•
The amount of compaction of the soil in a terrace ridge woxild
seem to be of varying degrees depending upon the machine's
method of moving the soil, upon the procedure used in con
struction, and upon the wel|C5ht of the machine.
Insofar as compaotion Is concerned, machines used in
constructing terraces are of two basic types (12)• Machines
that throw, lift, drop or push the soil onto the terrace
ridge without the machine traveling over the newly constructed
ridge are of the first type. Examples include the whirlwind
terracer, the elevating grader, and the bulldo«er. The
second type machine moves the soil into the terrace ridge by
rolling, pushing, or scraping as it travels over the terrace
ridge during construction* iiJtamples of this type are the
moldboard or disc plow, the bulldozer, and the motor grader,
commonly referred to as a motor patrol. Therefore, the
different machines used in constructing terraces would affect
settlement because of the varying degrees of compactive
energy exerted upon the terrace ridge during construction.
The classification of the machines Is based on the fact that
a small amount of compactlve energy decreased the void ratio
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of the terrace to a very large extent ^rfien the void ratio la
large. The same oompactlve energy has only a alight effect
upon the void ratio *rfien the terrace is in a oorapact state.
The reason can possibly be explained by noting the logarith
mic form of a void ratio-pressure curve where at low void
ratios increased compaction gives slight decreases in the
void ratios compared to large inci'oases at the high void
ratio points on the curve. Wilson and Browning (32# p. 128)
in investigating Loessial aoll aa construotlon material for
earth dams foimd
In general, regardless of the moisture content,
the density Increased rather rapidly with a given
amount of work to a certain point after which
additional labor ^ivos small density Increases.
Maxlmiam settlement ml(3cht be expected on a terrace con
structed by a machine which throws or drops the soil onto the
terrace ridge without traveling over the terrace ridge. Of
the machines that travel over the terrace during construction,
the heavier machines compact the soil more for equal number
of passes* However, heavier machines usually construct
terraces with fewer passes.
The procedure of conatznictlon Is an Important factor
affecting settlement. If the procedure is such that the
base of the terrace ridge is formed In the early stages of
construction, all subsequent passes over the terrace ridge
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will axert additional energy which must be absorbed by the
soil In Its final position In the terrace ridge. If the
procedure Is such that movement begins on the extreme edges
of the terrace and the soil is gradually moved to the terrace
ridge, much of the compaction will have little effect on the
final apparent specific gravity of the soil In the terrace
ridge. In tliia ease the compacted soil is broken up or
disturbed during later stages of construction. Only during
the final stages of construction will successive passes be
over the same soil in Its final position.
Slope
The slope of the land upon lAilch terraces are constructed
may not have a direct effect upon settlement but does have
many Indirect effects. Building a terrace on a steep slope
would require a greater number of passes by a machine than
building a terrace on a shallow slope. A machine traveling
over a terrace during the early stages of construction
would be on more of an Incline. This incline would shift the
center of gravity of the machine putting more weight on one
wheel than on the other. Slope would affect the shape of
terraces. Terraces on steep slopes do not have as broad a
base in proportion to the height as on shallow slopes. The
amoxmt of soil moved in constructing a terrace Is necessarily
greater on steeper slopes. The above factors are examples
-19-
of the many Indirect effects slope has upon the settlement
of terraces*
Shape of terrace
The shape of the terrace Is determined by the machine»
construction procedure, and the slope* The shape of the
terrace, therefore, depends upon many of the factors pre
viously discussed* The shape of the terrace does influence
settlement* For Instance, lateral movement or shearing of
the soil is sometimes due to the excess wei^^t of a machine
on a terrace which would be more prevalent on narrow steep
terraces* Also, a narrow steep terrace ridge would allow
splash erosion to cause a greater soil movement from the
terrace ridge giving an apparent settlement.
Moisture content of the soil
The effect of moisture content on the compaction of
terrace ridges du'^lng construction is uncertain. That the
optimisn moisture for maxlmtBa density varies with the compac-
tive energy as well as with the soil type has been pointed
out by many authors (19, 20, 32, 15)* The o<Mapaotlve energy
of the machine diu*lng terrace construction varies with the
machine, the number of passes in building the terrace, and
the procedure. As stated by Markwich (15# P* 312), "When
soil is drier than optimum. It is possible to apply addi
tional rolling to compensate for the dryness*"
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Certain investigators (26, kt 27) efflphaslsad the Impor-
t€mce of roolsture content on the ability of a plow to move
the soil Into the terrace# When the soil Is not at optimum
moisture for efficient soil moveroont, more passes are
necessary to obtain a satisfactory ridge.
Therefore, there are two optimum moistures influencing
the amount of compaction aocomplished by a given machine.
One la the optimum moisture content for maxlmxzm compaction
for a given soil idilch varies with the compactive energy.
The other is the optimum moisture for efficient soil movement
which would vary the compactive energy by varying the number
of passes necessary to construct a terrace# The lnterz*elatloa
of these two moisture contents are not known.
For construction machinery that employs the principle
of throwing the soil, the moisture content may affect
settlement in a different manner. The binding of soil par
ticles varies with the moisture content. Clay particles
bind together with a greater force lAien dry, but sand par
ticles bind with a greater force when wet# It would seem
that the binding of the soil particles would have an effect
on the performance of the machine as well as the apparent
density of the deposited material which would Influence
settlement as pointed out In the discussion on soil structxire.
Vegetative cover at time of construction
The vegetative cover or the lack of cover upon the soil
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on which terraces aj?e constructed may be expected to affect
settlement. There are many factors Interrelated with the
cover of the soil including the performance of the machine,
the binding of the soil particles, and the shock-absorbing
effect of the vegetation against compaction. If the effec
tiveness of the machine is reduced, additional passes may be
necessary to build the terrace thus exerting additional com-
pactive energy within the terrace ridge« On the other hand,
the absorption of such energy by the vegetation would reduce
the compaction*
It would definitely seem that the vegetation incor
porated with the soil in the terrace ridge would influence
the rate of settlement as the vegetation decomposes. The
decaying of vegetation would leave pores in the soil. Forces
acting upon the soil would then cause settlement which pre
viously had been resisted by the vegetation*
Climatologlcal Influences
The olimatologioal forces previously mentioned as
causes of settlement are also factors affecting settlement*
They Include such loads as imposed on the soil by rainfall,
wind, temperature variation, and atmospheric pressure
variation. Rainfall would probably be of the greatest magni
tude because of the tremendous energy of the raindrop that
must be dissipated by the soil* The energy of falling rain
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would aid In compacting the soli causing settlement. The
apparent settlement of terraces caused by the movement of
soil to another location In the field could be contributed
partly to cllmatologlcal influences. Cplash erosion and
runoff water could cause such soil movement#
The temperature variation would have Its effect upon
the rearrangement of soil particles by the action of freezing
and thawing. The amount of settlement expected by such
phenomena is questionable | in faot^ freeslng in many oases
would cause expansion. A frost layer on the surface of a
terrace could also protect the terrace from other external
forces which would otherwise cause settlement. The rate of
settlement would then be reduced.
The other cllmatologlcal forces mentioned above would
probably play a minor role in causing the rearrangement of
soil particles producing settlement.
Farming operations
Farming operations along with rainfall Is probably one
of the main causes of settlement of terraces and woiild there
fore be a factor affecting settlement of terraces. Operation
of machinery over terraces would contribute to settlement in
two ways. One would be the weight of the machine. Tractors
and farming implements traveling over the terrace exert a
considerable pressure on the soil. Machinery operating over
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the terrace during construction would compact the soil to a
lower void ratio* Conse<iuently« the settlement resulting
from the forces of machinery during fanning operations would
be more for tJt:iosd terraces not compacted during construction.
The other way In which machinery would contribute to
settlement would bo by the mechanical agitation of the
upper part of the terrace* Such agitation would destroy
structure and allow for rearrangement of particles into a
more dense condition* In addition to destroying structure»
cultivation of the soil tends to reduce the sise of the
terrace ridge by moving the soil downhill causing an apparent
settlement* Even after maximum consolidation of the soil has
taken place, cultivation and plowing continue to tear down
the terrace unless proper maintenance measures are used.
Another factor which would give the appearance of
settlement is the sedimentation in the terrace channel*
Althoiigh such deposition also has the effect of reducing
chaxmel capacity» it is not true settlement*
-21+-
The Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine the amount
and rate of settlement and to develop methods of predicting
settlement of terraces following construction. The study
included the construction and measurement of terraces built
under field conditions with different machines and on dif
ferent slopes of two Important Iowa soils* Only further
investigations or usage can determine if results obtained
from this experiment are applicable to other soil types.
The investigation included a study of moisture variation
with all other controlled factors constant. Apparent speci
fic gravity and soil hardness measurements were Included to
determine if such measurements are valuable in predicting
settlement*
Objectives of study
The objectives of this study were:
1. To compare the effect of the diffeMnt variables
affecting terrace settlement*
a* The slope of the land upon idi^ieh the terraces
are built*
b. The machine used in constructing terraces*
c. The soil type*
d» The moisture content of the soil at the time
of construction*
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2. To obtain Information and InTeatlgate wathods to
aid in predicting settlement of terraces at time of
construction.
a. Cro83-3octlons of experimental terraces.
b. Apparent specific gravity determinations.
e» Penetrometer measiu*exnents •
Selection of Factors to be Investigated
The factors affecting settlement selected for study were
limited because of time, money, and availability of suitable
sites. In order to attempt to achieve the objectives of
this study, as many of the factors affecting settlement of
terraces as practical were 5ncorporated into the design.
Those variables incorporated Into the overall experiment
were sollf slope, machine, auid moisture content. It was
impossible to study all of the above variables in the same
experiment, so by separating the experiment Into thz*ee parts
at least one or more of the variables were fixed in every
case*
The two Iowa soils selected were those which constitute
a large portion of Ifluid i^lch is at present being terraced
or indicate potential terraced land in the futiire* The
Clarion soil, selected as representative of the glacial till
soils covering most of Iowa, ranges in slope from Z to 12
per cent* A field on the Ankeny Experimental Farm %fa8
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aalected for thla part of the study. The Ida soil, selected
as representative of the loess soils of Iowa, ranges in slope
frcHn 8 to 20 per cent. It Is in the loess soils that most
terraces have been constructed. A field on the Western Iowa
Experiment Farm was selected for this second part of the
study.
The slope of the land was considered Important because
of the many indirect effects it could have upon the settle
ment as stated in discussing factors of settlement. Slopes
were selected within the range encountered by field engineers
in routine practice.
It was not possible to obtain two slopes common to both
soil sites available; therefore, two slopes, k 6
cent, within the range of Clarion soil and two slopes, 12
and 16 per cent* within the range of Ida soil were selected.
It was not feasible to attempt to replicate the experiments
on the two widely separated locations because of the differ
ence of slope, cover, molstxire content and time of
construction.
Due to the number and variety of machines employed at
the present time to constinict terraces In Iowa, it was
obviously impractical to Investigate every machine available
to the farmer today. Two machines for each the Clarion and
Ida experiments were selected. One was of a type machine
that throws the soil on to the terrace ridge with a minimum
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of traveling over the terrace, and the other machine was of
a type that scraped or rolled the soil on to the terrace
ridge and while doing so traveled over the terrace during
construction* The whirlwind terracer and the moldboard
plow were selected for the Clarion experiment, and the
%Ailrlwlnd terracer and the motor grader were selected for the
Ida experiment.
It was felt that the moisttire content of the soil at
the time of construction could play a major role in the
settlement of terraces. The slope and machinery experiments
were of such magnitude and covered such a large area that it
was not considered feasible to control the moisture content
for all terraces on both sites. Therefore, moisture contents
at time of construction were determined on both the Clarion
and Ida experiments but a separate experiment was set up on
the Clarion soil site specifically for moisture study. A
system of irrigations were used to obtain moisture differen
tials with all other factors constant.
There were several factors affecting settlement omitted
from the experiments. Farmlnp; operations and cllmatologlcal
forces are two factors not included because of the limited
time allotted for study. Conditions typical of normal ter
race construction, such as soli cover and standard construc
tion procediires, wers held constant.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The investigation was conducted primarily as a field
ejcperlment, laboratory investigations being used only In
the evaluation of field sampleB.
Design of Experiments
The experiments were designed so that a statistical
analysis could be made. Limitations encountered were due
mainly to the topography and cover of the sites selected*
The selection of observation sections for each site was
conducted with as much care as possible to avoid introducing
additional variables.
Slope and maefalnery
The slope and machinery investigation was set up on two
separate soil sites* Due to the topography, cover« possible
differences in moisture content, the equipment adaptable to
the construction of terraces on each^ and probable differences
in cllmatologlcal influences, the experiments on the two
different soils were considered as two separate experiments.
They will be referred to as the slope and machinery experiment
on the Clarion soil site and the slope and machinery experi
ment on the Ida soil site*
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Two slopes and two machines were investigated on •ach
of the two soil sites. Six $0 foot sections of terrace were
selected of a particular slope on each soil* The terraces
were constructed in such a manner that each machine would
build three sections of the same slope on each of the
particular soils*
On the Clarion soil experiment the twelve sections
selected would be sufficient so that the combined variables
would equal four so called treatiaents at three locations*
Calling tVie two slopes low and medium, the moldboard plow
would build three of the sections on the low slope and three
sections on the medl\am slope. The whirlwind terracer would
likewise build three sections on the low slope and three
sections on the medium slope.
On the Ida soil experiment, twelve sections were again
selected so as to give three locations of four so called
treatments. Calling the two slopes high and very high, the
motor grader would build throe of the sections on the hl^i
slope and three of the sections on the very high elope. The
whirlwind terracer would likewise build three sections on
the high slope and three sections on the very high slope.
Field layouts. The slope and machinery experiment on
the Clarion soil site was designed and set up first. Two
terraces of 850 and 1700 feet in length were staked out with
a grade of *10 feet per 100 feet, the minimum grade
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recommended for the Clarion eoll area# After the terraces
were staked out* the slope at each 5^ foot station was
determined by tha use of a hand level, rod, and chain* Six
sections, 50 feet In length, were selected with a slope as
near as possible to I4. per cent, and six sections, 50 feet In
length, were selected with a slope as near as possible to
8 per cent.
Three points on the staked line within the $0 foot
length were established for locating observation lines ^ere
cross-section measurements would be taken* The three points
for locating the observation lines were selected by using a
table of random numbers from among the 5 # 13» 21, 29, 37 >
plus stations frtan the beginning of the section. All cross-
sections were thus at a distance of 3 feet or a multiple of
8 feet from an adjacent cross-section and at least 5 feet
within the 50 foot section.
Obseirvatlon lines were established as nearly perpendi
cular as could be deteiunlned by eye to the staked channel
line of the terrace at each of three points within the $0
foot section* Control points, one located 20 feet above and
the other 35 feet below the staked line, were permanently
marked.
The terrace or portions of terrace were selected that
could be built by one machine or ths other to satisfy the
rectulrenient of each machine building three sections on each
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slope clasB. The machlnee were then aeleoted to build the
particular terrace or portiona of terrace by chance. Figure 1
is a map showing the layout of the slope and machinery
experiment on the Clarion soil site.
The slope and machinery experiment on the Ida soil site
was set up in the same manner as the one on the Clarion soil
site. Two level terraces of I25O and 500 feet In length
were staked out* Level terraces are normally used in this
loess soil area in preference to graded terraces. The slope
was determined for each 5^ foot station as before* Six
sections, 50 feet in length, were selected with a slope as
near as possible to 12 per cent, and six sections 50 feet in
length were selected with a slope as near as possible to
16 per cent.
The points for establishing the observation lines were
selected at random intervals within the 50 foot section as
on the Clarion soil site. The control points for the obser
vation lines were established 35 above and 20 feet
below the staked line on the Ida experiment since the staked
line was the proposed ridge line. Using the staked line as
the ridge line la customary In level terrace layout.
The portion or portions of each terrace that would be
built by one machine or the other were then selected. Again
the selection of the machine to be used on the different por
tiona was determined by chance. Figure 2 is a map showing the
layout of the slope and machinery experiment on the Ida soil
site.
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Molature eontrol
Th® moisture controlled experiment was designed to make
possible a comparison of the effects of different soil
moistwe contents at time of construction upon the settle
ment of terraces. This experiment was performed only on
Clarion soil, on one slope« and with one machine* The tar-
race was constructed on a 6 per cent slope by a moldboard
plow. This machine was selected because of the compactlve
energy exerted by it during construction#
The experiment was designed as a randomieed complete
block experiment with three treatments within three blocks
on the same terrace# Therefore, by constructing the entire
terrace at one time, each block and each section or plot
making up a block would be subjected to equal number of pas
ses by the tractor and equipment* In each block there
would be three sections with a different soil moisture
treatment. No attempt was made to cover the entire range
of field moisture conditions from wilting point to field
capacity« but rather to get three different moisture contents
of the soil# The moisture differences were obtained by
Irrigating one section In each block with one inch of water
three days prior to construction^ one set of sections one day
prior to construction, and leaving the remaining set of
sections not Irrigated.
Field layout. The molstxire controlled study was carried
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out on the third terrace on the Clarion soil site* Three
portions of this 1450 foot terrace were selected for the
three blocks as shown in Flgiire 3*
Within each block three observation sections were staked
out, each being 20 feet In length and having at least a 10
foot border section. The 20 foot sections were used in the
ittoistxire controlled experiment instead of the $0 foot sec
tions in the other studies because of the Halted facilities
arallable for Irrigation. It was necessary to haul the
water to the field in a fire truck and the application of
one inch of water to three sections 20 feet long and !|.0 feet
wide was as much as could be completed satisfactorily in a
day.
The observation sections being only 20 feet in length,
the observation lines were located at equal intervals within
the section at the 6 foot and li^ foot plus stations. With
the above selection each cross-section tias 8 feet from the
other within the same section and 6 feet from the beginning
and end of the aeetlon. The control points were located 20
feet above and 35 f^ot below the staked or proposed channel
line.
The moisture treatments for each section of the three
blocks were selected by using a table of random numbers.
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Proeeduro
The explanation of prooedxires will include only the
methode pertinent to this experiment. Such procedures and
decisions as spacing of terraces, staking out terraces, and
checking terraces were done In the usual manner, and would
have little or no effect upon the results of this study*
Construction of terraces
The construction of all terraces on the Clarion site
and the whirlwind constructed terrace on the Ida site were
done with machines owned by the Ankeny Farm Service and
operated by the author of this report or other staff members
or employees of Iowa State College. The motor grader used
on the Ida site was a rented machine and operated by its
regular operator.
Clarion soil site. The construction of the terraces
for the slope and machinery and for the raoistixre controlled
study on the Clarion soil site was done In a similar manner
where the scune machine was used. For the plow constructed
terrace, a John Deere tractor and a two-bottom moldboard
plow were used. The Jointers were removed from the plows.
(See Figure 1|..) The procedtire used was the "Island method"
of terrace construction developed by Paul M. Pittlnger and
others of the Soil Conservation Service (26). The procedure
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Fig, 1^.. Moldboard Plow Used to Con
struct Terraces on the
Clarion Soil Site,
Pig. \Vhirlwlnd Terracer Used to
Construct Terraces on Both
Clarion and Ida Soil Sites.
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Is dosorlbed by Sainsel (23) and, also, Schwab, Prevert and
Barnes (25).
Both portions of the terrace of the slope and machinery
investigation built by the moldboard plow required approxi
mately 30 to 36 rounds* The terraces on which the moisture
controlled experiment was conducted required approximately
1^2 to rounds. Since this terrace was built approximately
ten days later than the slope and machinery experimental
terraces, the soil was slightly drier except for the wetted
sections* A whirlwind terracer manufactured by the Servis
Equipment Company powered by a Farmall M* tractor was used
to build the whirlwind constructed terrace* (See Figure 5.)
The procedure used in constructing the whirlwind terrace was
developed by members of the Extension Service at Iowa State
College and illustrated by Schwab, Prevert and Barnes (3^).
Slight modifications In the final stages of construction were
necessary to obtain a more desirable shape to the terrace*
Approximately 30 to 3^ roimds were necessary to construct
the terraces* Soil was thrown uphill from the lower side of
the terrace during the first 12 rounds only.
Ida soil site. The same whirlwind terracer used on the
Clarion soil site was used on the Ida soil site* The proce
dure in the earlier stages of construction or for the first
22|. passes was the same as used on the Clarion soil, but due
to the steep slopes and the number of rounds required,
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adjustmenta were made as deemed necessary to accompllah tha
desired soil movement. (See Figure 6.) Approximately 70 to
90 passes with only the first 12 passes returning on the
lower side throwing the soil uphill were used to build tha
tarraoa. The prooadupe as used on both the Clarion and Ida
soil required that a small portion of the trips by tha
machine be made on tha front slope of the terrace ridge. Tha
number Is small compared to other machines that travel over
the terrace ridge during construction. Therefore, tha
whirlwind terracer is considered a machine which builds
terraces with a mlnlmxnn eimoiint of compaction-
The machine used to construct the grader built terraces
on the Ida soil was a caterpillar number 12 motor grader
with its normal 12 foot blade. This machine Is commonly
referred to as a motor patrbl. (See Figure 7») The proce
dure used with the motor grader la a general procedure only
and not published as a round by round method.
The general principles of the procedure were to build
the toe of the ridge first, moving all of the soil from tha
upper side of the terrace, and gradually moving the machine
uphill cutting into undistributed soil on each pass* The
procedure was repeated until the desired depth of channel was
obtained* The final terrace was ccanpleted by a smoothing
operation with a cut on the upper slope of the channel, the
bottom of the channel, and two rounds on each side of the
ridge•
Pie. 6. Whirlwind Terracer in Opera
tion on a 16 Per Gent Slope
on the Ida Soil Site.
Pig- ?• Motor Grader in Operation
on a 12 Per Cent Slope on
the Ida Soil Site.
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Methods of maasurement
The obtaining of data necessary to accomplish the objec
tives desired Included cross-section measureiaents, soil
samples for apparent apecific gravity determination, soil
hardness measurement * and moisture determinations* Moisture
determination %ras determined by tiie standard method of
obtaining a sample, drying the sample to constant weight in
an oven between 100^ C« and 110^ C« and calculating the per
cent noisture baaed on dry weight* Particular aiethoda %iere
used for the oro8a->8aotloningy apparent specific gravity
determination9 and soil hardness and will be described
separately*
Cross-section measurements and core sample determina
tions were made at each of the 90 observation lines selected
prior to construction on the original ground, immediately
following construction during September or October, 1951# And
also dxiring April or May, 1952* Soil hardness maaaurements
were obtained at tine of construction*
Croaa-aectlona, For i^ccurate determination of the
amount of aoil moved in conatructing a terrace as well as the
settlement following construction, complete cross-sections
were necessary* The consaon method of using an engineers
level and rod seemed too laborious and alow for the number of
cross-sections that were necessary to measure the same day
the terraces were construction* Therefore, other possible
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mathoda were considered which would fulfill the following
requirements t
1* Give accurate measureraents•
2* Operated by a nmximum of two men.
3* Require a minimum of delay in setup.
aive horizontal as well as vertical control.
Are simple and durable*
After a certain amount of trial and error with pirelimi*
nary tests the use of a string or cord was selected as the
equipment for vertical control and a steel tape chain
stretched between the two control points to serve as horison*
tal control.
Part of the equipment consisted of a wooden 2x2 hub
driven in the ground at the upper control point of the obser
vation line with a nail In the wooden hub to attach the cord.
In later measurements with the control point below the sur
face, a similar wooden hub was braced in the hole behind the
control point instead of being driven into the grotuid. The
wooden stand (see Figure 8) which could be transported and
erected easily by one man was used for the attachment of the
string and chain at the lower control point* A strong but
light 25 pound test nylon fish cord was used. The cord was
attached to the upper hub and hung across a C-clamp on the
stand with a seven pound weight attached. A piece of wood
with a groove was attached to the C-clamp to prevent the cord
-kh'
Fig. 8, Measuring Cross-sections on
Undisturbed Area.
Fig. 9. Measuring Cross-sections on
Completed Terrace.
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fr<wB being out by the steel. The seven pound weight was
used to give a constant tension on the string at each setup
and with sufficient tension to limit the sag in the cord to
less than .01 of a foot. A steel tape chain clamped on the
side of the upper hub pulled taut and clamped to the side of
the stand served as horizontal control. A Philadelphia rod
was then used to measure the distance from the cord to the
surface of the ground or terrace. In other words, the cord
served as the height of Instrument and foresight readings
were made on the terrace.
The procedure for making the measurements after eleva
tions of all hubs had been obtained by differential leveling
was to loop the cord over the nail and olamp the chain to the
upper hub. The stcmd was picked up and set in place behind
the lower hub. The C-clamp which served as a pulley for the
cord was attached to the stand at a position approximately
level with the upper nail on the hub. The weight was lowered
in place and the chain pulled taut and clamped Just under the
C-clamp pulley. The C-clamp pulley was then lowered or
raised so that the precalculated difference between the two
hubs could be read on a Philadelphia rod when set on top of
the lower hub. The string was then set in a level position.
One member would read and record the foresight at each foot
mark on the chain (see Figure 9)» A total of 55 hori-
Eontally was measxa*ed on each cross-section.
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All hubs abovs th« ground vsra replaced Immediately
following construction by iron hubs 12 to 15 Inches below
the surface of the soil. The reason for doing so was to
prevent destruction by farming operations. When making
readings at all subsequent times, the same procedure was
followed except that the height of the cord above the upper
hub was measured and added to the precalculated difference
to sat the cord over the lower hub.
In order to make the above data usable and be consis
tent with measurements taken at different times, all fore
sight readings were converted to elevations by subtraction
from the elevation of the cord. The elevation of the cord
was the elevation of the upper hub, or the elevation of the
upper hub plus the observed reading as was the case when
holes were dug to locate the iron stakes several months
after construction*
Using the elevations obtained, the crosa-sections were
then plotted on k by 20 profile paper. The scale for the
horisontal distance was 4 feet to one inch and the vertical
scale was one foot to one Inch* The areas of out, fill,
and fill after settlement were measured with a planimeter.
A minimum of three readings were made on each. The area of
cut was the area below the original ground line as deter
mined by the measurements Inmedlately following construction
The fill area was the area of boII above the original ground
line immediately following oonatruotlon. The fill after
settlement was the area above the original ground line as
obtained from the maaauromonts made during the spring of 1952*
Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 show typical cross-sections
for each combination of machine and slope on the Clarion and
Ida soils. Figure l!4. shows typical cross-sections of the
moisture treatments of the moisture controlled
experiment. Each cross-section selected for illustration
was one of nine cross-sections of the same slope and machine
and one of six of the same moisture treatment. The cross-
section selected as typical was the one that vex^ nearly
approached the mecui settlement with a minijuum of correction.
The variations above and below the terrace between the
fall and spring cross-sections wore due to plowing. The
plowing of the interval on the Clarion soil site extended
from the toe of the i^per terrace ridge to the center of the
lower terrace channel. On the Ida soil site the plowed soil
tended from the ridge toe to the upper edge of the channel.
This variation did not affect any of the cross-sectional
areas measured.
The volume of cut or fill was the measured area obtained
by planlmeterlnf^ each cross-section of fill or cut times a
unit length along the terrace. Three separate volumes of
out, fill, and settled fill were obtained for each observa
tion section. Equal weight on each cross-section meas\u*ement
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la thus obtAlnad by using this method regardless of their
location within the seetion*
In order to evaluate properly the area of fill per unit
length to the area of out per unit lengthj a correction was
necessary on the curved portions of the terraoe* When the
terrace was constructed on an outside curve the soil removed
from the channel was spread over a greater length of ridge*
The opposite is true for an inside curve. In other words,
the actual volume of terrace to be considered would be the
shape of a wedge, or commonly speaking, a slice of pie.
trtie curvature correction was accomplished by measuring
with a steel tape chain a specified distance, usually 100
feet, in the channel of the completed terrace, A perpen
dicular distance was measured to the ridge and two points
established. The distance between the two points on the
ridge was measured along the cxu've of the ridge. The channel
and ridge distances established two concentric arcs at a
known distance apart. The radius of curvature could then be
oalculated for any concentric line.
Core samples • Core samples were obtained in order to
detennlno the apparent specific gravity of the original soil
and the soil in the terrace ridge. The ratio of the two were
used as one method of calculating the Index of potential
settlement.
The determination of apparent specific gravity or volume
-5k'
wel^t aB It la somatlmea rofarrad to waa dona by tha uaa of
core aamplea rather than the many other poaslbla methoda
because of the range of compaction of the soli upon *diich
samples were requli^ed. The oil, water and membrane, and tha
kerosene methods wore considered, but were decided unsuitable
particularly in cases where samples were needed of soil in a
•ary loose condition.
Tha core sampler used (Flf^e 15) was one designed to
take undisturbed samples of soil* Figure 16 ahowa the
method of operation of the core sampler. The same typa sam
pler has been used by numerous investigators (li^) to take
undisturbed samples for permeability measurements# It !•
similar in principle to samplers used by Coile (6) and others
for volume weight, poroaity, or permeability determinations.
The sampler consista of a cylindrical housing with a cutting
edge, aluminum cores or cylinders, an apparatus to hold the
core In place, and a weight designed to slide on the handle
shaft for driving the core into the ground. The core being
3 in. in diameter and 3 in. long contained a volume *01227
cu. ft. or 3U7.4^ cu» cm. of soil.
The samples were obtained prior to construction in the
original ground, in the terrace ridge immediately after con
struction, and in the terrace ridge after settlement for the
interval of time investigated. The points for taking the
samples were in the immediate vicinity but not exactly on the
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Pig. 15. Core Sampler with Parts Separately.
Fig* 16. Taking Core Samples in
Completed Terrace Ridge,
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obfl«rvfttion line* Preeautlona were taken not to take a eaa-
ple on the obeepvatlon line as It aay oauee ex*rors In later
oroBs-sectlon raeaaurements* Zn all cases the sample was
obtained by removing approximately i|. Inches of soil with a
shovel and then driving the sampler into the soil. The soil
from the ends of the cores was cut off with a knife* A wire
type cheese cutter was tried, but proved unsatisfactory due
to the vegetation within the soll«
The apparent specific gravity was then determined from
the known voluae and the dry weight* The dry weight was
calculated by using a small sample to determine the moisture
content and applying this moisture correction to the entire
core.
Soil hardness* The measurement of soil hardness has
been attempted by a number of Investigators* Proctor (20)
developed a soil plasticity lieedle for use in construction
of earth dams* The principle was that of forcing a needle
of known area at the point into the soil and measuring the
resistance in pounds per square inch. Stone (31) c^d
associates developed a penetrometer called the Rototlller
penetrometer based on the principle of the distance a probe
Is forced into the ground by the kinetic energy of the
falling body* McKlbben and Hull (16) used the rototlller
penetrometer and the Iowa penetrometer In connection with
predicting the rolling resistance of transport ii^eels* The
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lowa penetrometer Is based on the principle of a falling body
forcing a flat surface Into the soil. A definite correlation
was found between the rototlller and the Iowa penetrometer
and the Procter plasticity needle by McKlbben and Hull (16).
The same authors found that the rototlller penetrometer gave
slightly better results and had the advantage of being
simpler.
Beach (1) established a very close correlation between
the three types of penetrometers while deslgnlnj^ one for use
to measure the soli hardness In evaluating the performance
of tile ditching machines. Benoll (22) used the penetrometer
in connection with tillage investigations. Frevert (8)
developed a penetrometer which operated at a tmlform rate
of penetration by the use of a pendulum* He used the pene*
trometer In connection with tillage studies*
Penetrcneter readings were made on the terraces In this
study to get some Indication of its value in predicting
settlement. The Hototlller penetrometer developed by Stone
and associates (31) was used.
The penetrometer used In this study (see Figure 17)
consisted of a hollow tube 1-1/2 Inches in diameter and 55
inches In height with a 6 Inch square base at the bottom*
The tube haa a slot near the bottcm tdiere measurements can be
made. The probe or penetrator is 22 inches long^ l«l/8
Inches at the top with the lower 18 Inches of the probe
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I
Fig. 17. Penetrometer Used to
Measure Soil Hardness.
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tftpered to one-quarter Inoh at the bottom* The probe la
dropped from a height of 36 Inohes and has a weight of 3
pounds and 3 ounces.
The first experimental terraces constructed for this
study were those for the slope and machinery experiment on
the Clarion soil site* Penetrometer measureiaents iirere made
at t3iat time only on the completed ridge of the terrace
Inimedlately following construction.
On the remaining terraces penetrometer readings were
taken on the ridge of the terrace Immediately following
construction and on the undisturbed area Just above the
ridge measurement.
The procedure for making the penetrometer measurements
was to select a point sufficiently level for the penetrometer
to stand upright, drop the probe, and record the reading*
Grass or other vegetation was removed where the penetrometer
was to be dropped so that the impact of the probe would be
directly on the soil* The soil was not disturbed, only the
vegetation above the ground surface was removed* The points
selected were in the immediate vicinity of the observation
lines of each location*
Irrigation of moisture controlled experiment
In order to accomplish a moisture differential between
the different plots or sections of the moisture controlled
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•*p«rlm«nt Bwne method of water application wan necessary.
There was no water source available at the site, but a fire
truck with a capacity of 300 gallons was available to haul
water to the field. The 300 gallons were sufficient to
apply one-half Inch of water to a plot 20 feet by 1^0 feet.
Using an Irrigation efficiency of 83 per cent, two full loads
of the fire truck would be capable of applying 1 Inch of
wflitor to tho plot •
For sprinkling the water on the soil, a 20 foot length
of 2-lnch diameter Perf-0-Raln Type C perforated Irrigation
pipe was purchased. Perforated irrigation pipe was selected
because of Its characteristic rectangular pattern. The pipe
aeleeted was calibrated by the manufacturer to apply water
to the soli at the rate of 1 Inch per hour on a strip J».0 feet
wide at approximately 20 pounds pressure (see Figure l8).
The greatest amount of soil moved during the eonstruo-
tlon of the terrace would be within the upper one foot.
Therefore, one inch of water was decided as sufficient to
obtain a sufficient moisture differential, if some moisture
was in the soil at time of irrigation. Although a greater
application was desirable , one inch was used because of the
time necessary to apply the water. The 1 inch per hour rate
of application was faster than recommended for the particular
area. For complete Irrigation within a day the minimum amount
and maximum rate of application was necessarily selected.
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Fig< 18. Irrigation on Moisture
Controlled Experiment.
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The greater the length of time to Irrigate , the greater would
be the variation of treatments within plots due to the drying
effect of the wind and sun, Therefore, an application of
one Inch of water on one set of sections three days prior to
eonstruGtlon and one inoh of water on one set of sections one
day prior to construction were the treatments decided.
The procedure was to apply one-half Inch to each section
and then repeat with the second one-half Inch to each section.
Such a procedure would tend to equallre more nearly the time
between water application and time of construction as well as
reduce runoff due to the fast rate of application# By apply
ing one-half of the water at one time and the other half
several hours later, time was allowed for Infiltration of the
water held In surface detentions.
Establishing, mapping. and relocating control points
The control points for a cross-section measurement con
sisted of one point above and one point below the terrace at
each observation lino. There were 90 observation lines
within the three experiments making a total of 180 control
points. Wooden stakes were put In originally at the desired
locations* In order to establish aoo\u*ate control points for
all future measurements, permanent stakes were Installed and
placed so that all farming operations could continue through
out the area in a normal manner. In addition, a method of
relocating the points was established.
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Iron atakss Xocated with tho top of the etake at Xeast
12 inches below the surface of the ground were consideMd
sufficient* Discarded steel reinforcement rods of approxi
mately 3/1^. inch in diameter cut in lengths from 18 to 2^
inches were used* They were installed into the correct posi
tion by narking the point of the wooden hub and digging a
hole of the desired depth* With the use of a plumb bob, the
location in the bottom of the hole was established* The iron
stake was then driven into the ground and checked in its
position below the plumb line*
Elevations were determined for the iron stakes, as with
the wooden hubs, by differential leveling. A bench mark was
established in each field with an assumed elevation of 100
feet* The bench mark consisted of an Iron stake located in
a fence row. Differential leveling was also used to deter
mine the difference in elevation from the bench mark to a
more permanent structure so that if freesing and thawing or
other possible accidents moved the bench mark or any of the
control points« the elevation could be re-established* A
concrete ctilvert near the Clarion soil site and the concrete
floor of the machine shed on the Western Iowa Experiment
Farm near the Ida soil site were used as the permanent
reference levels*
The mapping of the control points consisted of running
a transit-tape traverse from the bench mark to at least one
Control point in a section^ or one in several sections ii^ere
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the sections wore grouped, and returning to the bench mark.
At each turning point on the transit-tape traverse, the
transit was set up and by radiation the aximuth was measured
as the clockwise angle from the back line or a line on the
previous turning point, A complete map as obtained from
each field is contained in the Appendix. (See Figures
19 and 20.)
The control points were relocated by repeating the
transit-tape traverse. The position of each point was deter
mined by Its asimuth and distanoe. Kaoh stake was capped
with a 6 by 6 inch 20 gage galvanised sheet metal so that
the stake could be found with greater ease. A short probe
was used to identify the point.
The use of a mine detector was tried in locating the
iron stakes but proved unsuccessful. The unsuccessful
attempt could be contributed to the fact that the operator
was inexperienced and the soil surface was very rough and
moist. It was felt that the transit-tape traverse would pin
point the control points more aoctirately and probably with
greater ease than a mine detector xmder such oircumstances.
Method of Analysis
Since the time allowed for the study was insufficient
for complete settlement of the experimental terraces, the
analyses, including comparisons and predictions were based on
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certaln estlmatoa and asatunptlons. The abudy being one
phase of an overall program required results baaed on condi
tions expected at a future time*
Even though the experiment will bo continued ^ an analy
sis of the data taken during the first fall and spring of the
newly constructed terraces was necessary* The data taken
for the time interval of investigation exclude any effect of
tillage, ciativation, or travel of equipment over the
terrace* Ho provisions were made in this study to investi
gate the effect of farming operations, but the study of sueh
effects is dependent upon a thoroxigh analysis of the possible
predicted settlement* The settlement of terraces as Eiffected
by fanning operations must be calculated from the observed
differences of the terraces as measured following a growing
season and the results of the predicted settlement as obtained
from this study.
Calculations
The calculations desired wez*e such that comparisons
could be made of the terraces built by different machines on
different slopes regardless of sise* A ratio of the terrace
fill to the original soil called the index of potential
settlement was used* This index of potential settlement Is
exactly the same nxxmerically as the Index of compaction
initiated by Hermsmier (12)* It was felt that the xise of the
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tenn Index of potential settlement more clearly symbollsaa
the condition of the terrace because a higher Index, If
numerically greater than unity, Indicates greater potential
settlement, A smaller Index denotes a terrace with greater
compactionf a lower void ratio or porosity and a correspond
ingly lower potential settlement.
The Index of potential settlement was calculated frcra
two sources of measurement* One was from the apparent
apeelfic gravity meaaurements as obtained from the core
samples. The Index of potential settlement would be the
apparent specific gravity of the original soil divided by the
apparent specific gravity of the soli in the terrace ridge*
This Is the same method as used by Hermamler (12). An index
of unity would denote an apparent density of the soil In
the terrace ridge eqtial to the apparent density of the
original ground, ^ua an Index of potential settlement of
one would Indicate no potential settlement because it la In
equilibrium with all external forces normally subjected to
the field In question*
The Index of potential settlement was also calculated
from the voliuoe of fills and cuts as derived from the cross-
section measiurements • Since the apparent specific gravity
Is Inversely proportional to the volume or equal to the
reciprocal of the volume for a unit mass^ the calculation of
the index of potential settlement waa accomplished by
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dividlng the fill or total volume of the disturbed soil in
its final position by the total cut or original volume.
The index of potential settlerosnt was calculated from
the measurements made immediately following construction and
also after an elapsed time of 5-1/2 to 7-lA months varying
with the different experiments from both souroes of
measurement•
Correction factors. Certain correction factors were
employed in calculating the index of potential settlement
from the cross-sections of the terraces. One of these cor
rections was for the cut area refilled during construction*
This correction was felt necessary because there is always
a certain volume of soil removed and replaced below the ori
ginal ground line in terrace construction. When the volume
of out is cosBputed from the out area of the terrace In Its
final form» this disturbed replaced soil is not included.
It is neither included with the fill area \diieh is measured
above the original ground. Since the settlement of a terrace
would bo a function of the amount of filled area plus the
disturbed area below the fill it was necessary that this cut
and refilled area below the original ground line be known.
The index of potential settlement was determined from the to
tal cut and fill voltimes. The total out volume would be the
measured out volume plus the volume of disturbed soil below
the original ground line. The total fill volume would be
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the rill measured above the original ground line plus the
same disturbed volxsne. Therefore, the cut volume refilled
during construction would be a constant for both measurements
and will be referred to as the K volume.
In determining the K area it was considered that the
disturbed area would be the same for all portions of the
terrace oonstructod at the same time by a particular machine.
Therefore, the product of the average depth times the average
width was used rather than trying to compute a separate
disturbed area for each cross-section. All K areas for
the same terrace should be equal because the first phase of
soil movement which contributed to the K area was consis
tent throughout the terrace •
The procedure for determining the K area was first to
investigate each cross-section as plotted and measure the
depth of cut in the last furrow or furrows on the lower side
of the terrace for all whirlwind and plow constructed
terraces. The soil removed from the last fxirrow of the
whirlwind constructed and the last several furrows of the
plow constructed terrace were not replaced by other soil*
Bach of the depths were recorded for all cross-sections In
the portion of the tez*raoe built by the same machine at the
same time with the same number of passes. It Is realised
that the depth of a plow out Is not always the same, but
since the plow cuts In question were made on undisturbed soil
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dtirlng the earliest phase of operation« the average of the
depths obtained from the lower furrows of the cross-sections
were considered as the average depth of cut throughout the
terrace«
The breadth of the terrace or the distance fr<un the
channel cut area to the lover eut area was meamired on eaoh
cross-section* Again, an average breadth was calculated for
the portion of the terrace built at the same time. An
island with an 11 foot width of undisturbed soil was left
in the construction of the plow built terraces* The Island
began at the 20 foot marker on the cross-section meas\zrement«
It was considered that the soil in the first foot of the
island was disturbed; therefore, 10 feet were subtracted from
each distance measured across the breadth of the terraces
built by the plow. A 3 foot island was left undisturbed at
the center of the ridge on those terraces constructed by the
i^lrlwind terracer; therefore, three feet were subtracted
from the breadth for eaoh \dilrlwind constructed terrace.
The K area was then determined for the particular por
tion of terrace by multiplying the average depth times the
average corrected breadth. This constant disturbed area was
also corrected for curvature as with all areas on the curved
portions of the terrace and an equivalent unit volume was
computed.
The constant or K area for those terraces constructed
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with the motor grader waa obtained by calculating the average
of the areas below the original ground line and aboye a line
drawn from the final channel to the original staked line
where the first out was made* This area of soil was con**
sidered as moved and replaced by other soil during the con
struction process.
In order to evaluate the effect of an error in deter*
mining the K area upon the final index of potential settle*
ment a particular case was chosen and the effect of maximum
possible error was determined. It was obvious that the
maxirnxxm error in the index of potential settlement would occtir
where the index is large and the constant or K volume is
small* Such a case was investigated* The K volume in the
selected case was 5*011. cubic feet and the index of potential
settlement was l.^O. It was found that if the K area was
in error 2 square feet or approximately per cent^ the
index of potential settlement would be a maxiwmiH of 5*3 par
cent in error* In most cases, the same error of 2 square
feet would affect the index of potential settlement about
1«0 per cent.
The data for each K area and volume are included with
the other pertinent data recorded or calculated in Tables
17» 18 and 19 of the appendix.
The other correction factor necessary for the oalculation
of the Index of potential settlement from the cut and fill
areas was that of correcting for the curvature of the terrace*
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The procedure for field measxirementa and for the computation
of radii and arcs has been previously explained. The next
step was to calculate the volumes based on an equivalent unit
length. In calculating the volumos while correcting for
curvature, the unit distance along the terrace at the ori
ginal staked line was used. The original staked line was
the proposed terrace channel line on the Clarion soil site
and the proposed ridge line on the Ida soil site* The ridge
and channel did not always fall on the staked line as shown
from the plotted cross-sections. The actual channel or
ridge line was used in calculating the radius, but the
staked line was still used as the unit length along the
terrace•
The horizontal distances to the centrolds of the cut
areas, fill areas, and K areas were estimated frcun the
plotted cross-sections. The centroid of the lower out area
was also determined where a portion of the terrace was built
from the down-hill side, and the volume calculated separately.
The horizontal distances to the points of channel line,
ridge line, the centroid of cut, the centroid of fill, the
centroid of the K area or out area refilled during con
struction, and the staked line were recorded. The curvature
correction faetor was then determined for the area in ques*
tion by eqiiating the ratio of the unit length of one foot to
the radius of curvature of the staked line, and the ratio of
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the desired ehannel ourvatvire oorreotlon f&otor to the
radius of curvature of the centrold of the channel out area.
In the same manner the curvature correction factor was
determined for centrold of the fill area, the centrold of the
K area below the ridge, and when applicable, was also deter
mined for the lower cut area*
It must be pointed out that using the unit length as one
foot along the staked line was purely arbitrary* Therefore,
the eorrected Tolums of soil ia not quantitative* The volume
of soil in one cross-seotlon will not be equal to the cor
rected volume of another cross-section, but the ratios of
volume fill to volume cut or the Index of potential settle
ment Is quantitative and can be compared and evaluated.
The only data obtained for use In the curvature correc
tion procedure ^Ich could cause discrepancies In the final
result would be the estimated centrolds* Due to the Irregu
larities of the areasy an exact centrold could not be
calculated* The error of the Index of potential settlement
due to an error in estimating the oentroids was determined
for a case where the error wo\ild be a maximum. The case was
based on the smallest radius of curvature laeasured of 48
feet. It was found that if both the oentroids of cut and the
ridge were estimated 2 feet in error and in opposite direc
tions, the maximum error of the index of potential settlement
would be 7*7 por cent. If the oentroids were in error one
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foot In opposite directions the maxlm\am error would be 3.5
per eent« If the oentrolds were estimated 2 feet In error
In the same direction the error of the Index of oixnpactlon
would be less than 1.0 per cent. It was then considered that
the method was justified since the majority of curves were
of a radius much greater than 1|.8 feet, and even with a I4.8
foot radius It seemed unlikely to be as much as two feet in
error in estimating the centrold of the areas. The chance
of being in error In opposite directions was also considered
remote •
Per cent settlement. The total per cent settlement
expected of a terrace or the per cent settlejnent for the
interval of time between two determinations of the index of
potential settlement can be calculated from the Index of
potential settlement. Calling 1^^ the index of potential
settlement ijmnediately after construction and 1^ the index
of potential settlement after settlement for a given period
of time, the total predicted per cent settlement would be
St - ^X100 ,
•^a
and the per cent settlement for a given interval time from
construction to when 1^ was measured would be
g m x 100 •
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The relations can be Illustrated best by using an example.
If 1^ » 1.25 and I, « 1.15, then
St - X100^ - rill - 20^ .
ftnd
1.25 - 1,X5 10
®s —1.25 * 10°^ - rn? -
Therefore, it oould be said of the terrace upon which the
measurements were made In the example, that the total pre
dicted settlement would be 20 per cent and that the terrace
had settled 8 per cent at the time was measiired* If
the fill of the terrace in question was 18 inches in height,
then the final height of the terrace would be
18 - .20 X 18 • li4.«U inohea •
In making calculations from the data of this study»
certain assumptions were made* They are listed below.
1« The index of potential settlement as calculated by
the volume out and voliune fill method was based on the
assumption that movement of soil along the terrace Into the
cross-sectional area Is equal to the soil moved out of the
crosa-sectlonal area* All machines In building terraces move
soil forward during construction* It Is obvious that the
soil cut from one cross-sectional ax*ea will be deposited
some distance along the terrace*
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2. The apparent specific gravity throughout the entire
terrace ridge was assumed equal to the apparent specific
gravity as obtained from a core sample taken between the
and 8 Inch depth of the terrace,
3* Hhm total per cent settlement as predicted from the
Index of potential settlement was based on the assumption
that the soil will settle until It establishes an equilibrium
with all external forces normally subjected to the soil In
the area. Settlement would therefore continue until the
soil attains an apparent specific gravity of the original
soil, or the Index of potential settlement will reduce to
unity.
The per cent settlement based on volume measurement
can be used to estimate the per cent settlement for a given
height If the assuaption Is made that settlement will be ppO"-
portlonal to depth of fill throughout the terrace . This
reasoning is based on the assumption that the apparent sped*
flc gravity of each Increment of soil In the terrace ridge
is homogeneous•
5» The per cent settlement as calculated from the
index of potential settlement assumes no soil movement caused
by erosion or farming operations* Or It could be assumed
that soil movement down the front and back slopes of the ter
race will be replaced by terrace siaintenanoe.
6« If the index of potential settlement is less than
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ynity, the predicted settlement is zero* The soil in euch
condition has been compacted to an apparent density greater
than the original soil. There wuld possibly be a slight
expansion due to the action ot freeKing and thawing, but
would not be sufficient to attain an index of one for the
entire terrace.
Statistical
The index of potential settlement was used for most of
the statistical analysis with the exception of the penetro-
meter data and the per cent settlement. This Index was
derived from tha calculations of cross-section and core sam
ple data* The penetrometer data was based on field measure
ments* The per cant settlement for the period of study was
computed from indexes of potential settlement.
The index of potential settlement is a ratio that
describes future terrace settlement. Computing the percentage
of total predicted settlement would have given a false
impression of those terraces compacted to a greater density
than the original soil. For accurate comparison, it would
have been necessary to employ a negative settlement. There
is no Justification for making an assumption that siifflclent
expansion will take place to attain an index of potential
settlement of unity. Therefore, the index of potential set
tlement was considered the best criterion for comparisons of
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terraees constructed lander different slope, machine, and
moisture conditions as well as predicting settlement.
The Index of potential settlement as obtained frcwn the
partially settled terrace wuld again describe the possibi
lity of futwo settlement* In order to Include an analysis
of ths settlement period, even though settlement was not
complete, a calculation of per cent settlMoent was required.
A statistical analysis of the calculated per cent settlement
was also completed.
The penetrometer was a tool used primarily as a possible
means of predicting terrace settlement. A complete analysis
was made of the penetrometer data Including comparisons as
well as correlations with the Index of potential settlement
data.
The oosaparlsons of the different factors studies, namely,
machine, slope, and moisture content, were obtained by
applying the F-test (26) to an analysis of variance. For
comparing the whirlwind terracer and the moldboard plow and
the low and medium slope classes within the same experiment
on the Clarion soil site, an analysis of variance with resul
ting degrees of freedoxn is shown in Table 2. The mean square
of locations within machine and slope was used as the experi
mental error for testing. The s«une analysis of variance
table was set up in eoKi^}aring the motor grader and the whirl
wind terracer on the high and very high slope classes within
the some ejq>eriment on the Ida soil site.
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Table 2
Form of Analysis of Variance Table Used for
Slope and Machinery ExperlzQents
Source
Degrees of Sum of Mean
freedom squares squsu*e
Machine 1
Slope 1
Machine x Slope 1
Location within
Machine and Slope 9
Subsampling 2^
Total 35
An analysis of variance was also set up for comparing
the different moisture treatments on the moisture controlled
experiment. This particular experiment was a randomised
complete block type experiment* The analysis of variance la
shown in Table 3« The mean square of the interaction of
blocks times treatments was used as the experimental error
for testing*
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Table 3
Fom of Analysis of Variance Table Used for
Moisture Controlled Experiment
Source
Degrees of Sum of Mean
freedom squares square
Blocks 2
Treatments 2
Blocks X Treatments k
Subsaiapllng 9
Total 17
The estimation of the true index of potential settlement
was accomplished by calculating the mean with confidence
limits. The mean was calculated for the indexes measiired at
different tines as well as those obtained by different meth*
ods of measurement* The source of data or combined sources
of data v^ich produced no significant difference in the sta
tistical F-test were used to compute the mean* For example,
if the slope was found non-signlfleant from the analysis of
variance, then the mean and confidence interval was found for
all indexes measured at the saiue time by the same method for
all cross'sections built by the same machine*
Correlations of the different methods of measuring index
of potential settlement as well as the correlations of
-80-
penotrOTJoter iroadingfl with indox of potsntlal Bettlemont
ware re<lulr6d. The confidence Intervals gave an indication
of the errors of sampling by the different methods but
did not give any indication of the accuracy of the method
itself* Therefore, correlation coefficients for the
different methods of measurement were determined •
•81-
HBStTLTS
!Ih« rosuXta aro prosantad as (a) comparisons or tarraos
••ttlsansnt to b« found undar differant slope« maohlno and
aolsturs conditions, (b) ths total prodietcd ssttlemsnt of
the terraoss, and (e) the settlement for the period of study.
The IndexidS of potential settlement obtained frcm caleula*
tiona tabulated in Tabloa 17» 18 > and 19 of the appendix
vere used In determining and presenting the results of the
experiments. The penetz*<»neter data wore iised as obtained
from the field measurements.
Cosq;>arlsons
Slope and nachinerr
Clarion soil site* There were tiifo separate experiments
Involving oomparlsons of slope and machinery. One of the
experiments vas on Clarion soil where comparisons were made
on the settlement as affected by two machines» the moldboard
plow and the whirlwind terracer, on two dirrex*ent slope
classes* The low slope class included sections with a slope
of approximately U per cent. T^e medium slope class included
sections with a slope of approximately 8 per cent*
The indexes of potential settlement and penetroraetep
-82-
readings for the slope and machinery experiment on the
Clarion soil site are recorded In Table i4.. The locations
are designated by s^bols based on soil, slope, section niim*
ber and observation line number* C Is used to denote
Clarion soli; the L denotes the low slope class and H
the xaedltim slope class. The Index of potential settlement
calculated from readings taken Inmedlately after construetlon
are symbolised by 1^ and those based on oalculatlons taken
after settlement for period of study are denoted by The
symbol g denotes Indexes calculated from the apparent spe
cific gravity determinations. The ponetrometer readings are
denoted by P with a subscript o for those taken In the
original soil and a subscript a for those taken In the
newly constructed terrace ridge. There were no penetrometer
readings made on the slope and machlnex^y experiment on the
Clco^lon soil site before construction; therefore, only
readings are listed, ^e per cent settlement for the period
of study, denoted by the symbol Sg, are also listed in the
table.
The Index of potential settlement Is a ratio symbolizing
potential settlement. Based on assumptions previously listed^
an Index of iinlty Indicates no predicted settlement. Ibe
Index of potential settlement Imnedlately after construction
(designated by 1|^) Is a ratio that describes the total poten
tial settlement. The Index of potential settlement after
-03-
partial settlement for period of study (designated by 1^)
is a ratio that describes potential settlement expected after
that time. la and I^g for the slope and machinery experi
ment on the Clarion soil site wore based on meastirements
xaade prior to and immediately after construction on September
11, 1951« Pft measiirements wre also taken immediately
after construction on Septmaber 11, 1951• I,g were
baaed on meastirements made prior to conatruotioa and on Hay
Z, 1952* The index of potential aettlement data, Xg,
lag, ^8g» penetrometer readings, $ were used in
the comparisons*
The significance of the different variables, machine,
slope, and machine slope interaction, was determined by
applying the P-test to the mean squares of the analysis of
variance for each and determining significance at the 1 per
cent and 5 P^r cent levels. If the value of the calculated
P exceeded the values tabulated by Snedecor (28, p« 222)
for 1 and 8 degrees of freedom, the null hypothesis of dif
ference was rejected* The calculated F with significance
denoted by S or N at the 1 per cent and 5 cent levels
for the different criteria of measxirament of the slope and
machinery experiment on the Clarion soil site are recorded in
Table 5* The calculated F values are omitted for ratios
where the error mean square was larger* A check was made of
those <Bnltted to verify non«signiflcance of the reciprocal
ratio for P at 8 and 1 degrees of freedom.
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Tablo 5
Calculated F Values of the
Slope and Machinery Experiment
Clarion Soil Slte^
Maohine
Slope
1^ level
55^ level
1^ level
5^ level
Maehlne-slope
interaotlon
1^ level
5% level
13.363
s
s
1^.U88
H
H
23»916
s
s
K
5.606 14*525
H S
S S
6J+ao3
s
s
2.217
N
K
N
N
•»g
77.8U8
S
s
N
7.789
H
S
^ Tabulated F 1»8 (2d« p. 222) » 11.26 (.01)
5.32 (.05)
7.681
K
S
llt.830
S
s
l.i*27
H
There are several inferences that could be made frOTi the
results of Table 5. One la the significant difference
between the index of potential settlement between those ter
races constructed with the moldboard plow and the whirlwind
terracer at the 1 per cent level. Also, after 33 weeks there
remains a significant difference of the potential settlement
of the terraces constructed by the two different machines at
the 1 per cent level. No Inference Is made about the
-87-
algniricance of the mactilne-slope Interaction of the Index
of potential aettlement meaaiirad 33 weeks after construction
except that it could be due to soil variations.
The penetrometer measurements did not give a significant
difference for the soil hardness at the 1 per cent level where
terraces were constructed by the moldboard plow and the
whirlwind terracer, but were significantly different at the
5 per cent level. The significance of slope might In part be
contributed to soil differences because the steeper soils were
lif^hter or sandier soils.
Ida soil site. The other experiment involving compari
son of machines and slopes was on the Ida soil site. The
design of the experiment with respect to locations and
sampling was exactly like the slope and machinery experiment
on the Clarion soil site. Again comparisons of settlement
as affected by two raaohines were made. The two machines
Included in the study on the Ida soil site were the whirlwind
terracer and the motor grader. The slope classes included a
group of high slopes of approximately 12 per cent and group
of very high slopes of approximately 16 per cent. The data
used in comparisons Included the Index of potential aettle
ment as calculated immediately after construction on October
30, 1951« by the two methods previously described, the Index
of potential settlement calculated from measurements after
partial settlement from October 30, 1951* to April 16, 195^1
-80-
and th® panotrOTJeter leadings as recorded immediately fol
lowing construction*
The Indexes of potential settlement and penetrometer
readings are recorded for each location of the Ida soil site
in Table 6* The symbols used are e<lual or equivalent to
those used with respect to the Clarion soil site* Again
^ag> ^s* ^«g denote indexes of potential settlement
and P© and denote penetrcwieter readings* The locations
are designated by section and line numbers along with I for
Ida soil and H or VH for high or very high slopes
respectively*
The slgnificanoe of the variables were determined by
applying the F-test. The calculated P with significance
denoted by S or N at the 1 per cent and 5 per cent levels
for the different criteria of measiirement of the slope and
machinery experiment on the Ida soil site are recorded In
Table 7*
There are several definite inferences that can be made
from the results of Table 7* One is the highly significant
difference between the machines lAiich in this case are the
motor grader and whirlwind terracer. This highly significant
difference between the machines is apparent by all methods of
measiirement • The significance of the index of potential
settlement after 2k weeks of settlement Indicates a large
difference in the compaction of the soil even after the cli-
matological effects of a winter season.
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Table 7
Calculated P Values of the
Slope and Machinery Experiment
Ida Soil Sitel
'8
Machine 155.89U 134.168 110.812 8^.8600 — 327.921^
1% level S S S S N S
level S s S S K s
Slope — — i.wus —
1% level H H K N H N
$% level N N N N N N
Maohine-slope 2.611|. 1.633 1.U06 ... ... 1.888
Interaction
NX% level H H N N N
5% level H N N N N N
^ Tabulated P-i ft (28, p« 222) • 11*26 (*01)
5.32 (.05) •
Another inference that can be made is that there is no
effect of slope on the Index of potential settlement* The
non-algnlflcance of penetrometer data taken in the original
soil indicates no difference of soil hardness. The high sig
nificance of differences of soil hardness measured in the ter
races built by the different machines Indicates that soil
hardness is affected by the different machines.
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Moisture oontent
The experiment setup for ccHaparlsons of different soil
moisture contents at time of construction was the moisture
controlled experiment performed on Clarion soil on slopes of
approximately 6 per cent on terraces constructed vith the
raoldboard plow. The different moisture levels Included
Treatment Mo. 0 signifying no irrigation. Treatment No. 1
signifying the applioation of one inch of water 3 days prior
to terrace construction, and Treatment No* 2 signifying the
application of one inch of water one day prior to terrace
construction.
Table 8 shows the moisture treatment and the measux^d
moisture content, along with the indexes of potential settle*
ment and penetrometer readln^jS for each location. The loca
tions are designated by symbols using W to denote the
moistiire controlled experiment with A, B, and G as the
block designations In addition to the section number and
obaei*vation line number* I^g, la, and I,g denote the
different indexes of potential settlement as previously
described as well as the Pq and ^ich symbollEe the
penetrometer readings in the original soil and after
eonstructlon.
The variation in molstiire samples taken along the same
observation line as well as the variation within each section
can be noted from Table 8. The moisture content as measured
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does not show the effect of the irrigation* This fact was
known early In the experiment, but the possibility of the
variation of moisttire samples being caused by different
depths of the wetted soil warranted continuation of the
experiment basing comparison on the treatment and not the
moisture contents as obtai ned from the resiilt of the
treatments.
The data used in comparison of the different moisture
treatments included the indexes of potential settlement and
the penetrometer readings made before and immediately after
construction on September 21, 1951* The index of potential
settlement as calculated from measurements after settlement
from September 21, 1951> to May 2, 1951» was also used In
comparing the moisture treatments.
The significance of the variables were determined by the
F-test in the same manner as with the slope and machinery
•xperlraents* Significance was apparent if the calculated F
values exceeded P values as tabulated by Snedecor (28,
p. 222) for 2 and degrees of freedom at the 1 per cent and
5 p^r cent levels*
The calculated F values with significance denoted by
S or H at the 1 percent and $ per cent levels for the
different criteria of measurement on the moisture controlled
experiment are recorded In Table 9«
The Inference that can be made from the results of
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Table 9
Calculated P Values of the -
Moisture Controlled Experiment
[a ^ag ^sg £o
Treatments — — 2.1775 1«2829 6.5537 3*269
15^ level H N » H N H
5^ level N N N N N M
Block 3.2500 1.1857 3.1251 k^k93
level K H N N N M
5?^ level N N N H N N
1 Tabulated Pj i, (28, p. 222) - 18.00 (.01)
6.914. (.05).
Table 9 la that there la no algnlficant differenoe of the
index of potential settlement between the moisture treatmenta
Immediately after construction or after partial settlement
by either method of measurement. The only significance
found in the analysis is the difference between the treated
areas of soil hardness measured in the original soil. Since
aoll hardness varies with molature content, thla significance
at the 5 cent level Indicates that the aoll waa affected
by the irrigation trsatmenta.
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Predioting Total Settlement
The prediction of the total settlement of terraces can
be made on a percentage basis If the Index of potential
settlement Is known^ measitred or estimated. The Indexes of
potential settlement determined by this study oan be used
within certain limits as an estimate of the settlement of
terraces under similar circumstances provided the assumptions
stated previously are made«
Two methods were employed to calculate the Index of
potential settlement while only one method was used to mea
sure soil hardness. The method of oross-section measurements
for calculating the Index of potential settlement is con
sidered more accurate than the method of core samples, the
reason being that the cross-section data was based on actual
measurement of the entire oross-section rather than a small
sample* Also, the standard ez*roxB of the cz*osa-seotion data
were smaller than the core sample data* The Index of poten
tial settlement was not calculated from the penetrometer data«
The penetrometer was used since it might provide a simple
possible means of predicting settlement*
Cross-section data
The Indexes of potential settlement recorded In Table 10
are baaed on the cross-section measurements made before and
.98-
Table 10
Average Index of Potential Settlement
Based on Cross-section Measurements
Xmnediately After Construction
NcTT Ave^^ Confidence limits'
Experl- Soil Machine of r
ment Si ii
Slope and
machinery
Clarion Whirlwind
Koldboard
18
18
1.3U
1.25
1.38-1.30
1.29-1.21
1.^^0-1.20
1.30-1.19
Slope and
machinery
Ida Whirlwind
Motor
grader
18
18
1.18
0.75
1.23-1.13
0.80-0.70
1.25-1.11
0.82-0.68
Moisture
control
Clarion Moldboard 18 1.31*. I.I4.O-I.27 1.43-1.24
Immediately after oonstructlon. 1%ie Indexes are separated
according to the variables found significant for each of the
three experiments* The averages for the individual slopes and
raoisture treatments are not computed separately because the
analysis of variance did not prove them significant* Since
there was a significant difference between machines, the ave
rage Is based on the total of all observations built by the
same naehlne.
The lower Index of potential settlement of the whirlwind
terraoer on the Ida soil compared to the Clarion soil Is not
necessarily a result of soil textural differences alone.
Larger slse terraces were necessary on Ida soil requiring a
greater amount of soil to be moved and a greater number of
-99-
paaaes to b« made with the machine. The only apparent explana
tion for the differences of the average Index of potential
settlement of terraces built by the moldboard plow on the two
Clarion soil SKperlments Is In differences of soil properties
within the field* The moisture controlled experiment was
located on heavier eoil on the third terrace* As observed
from the molBture content data of the two experiments, the
difference could not be contributed to different moisture
contents. The procedure was the same for all terraces con
structed with the plow except that the moisture controlled
terrace required approximately six more passes than did the
other terraces* The additional passes would exert greater
compaetlve energy and should theoretically lower the Initial
index of potential settlement* The results are converse to
this reasoning, strongly indicating that prooediUTe Is not
accountable for the difference* The only difference In cover
would be the additional 10 days* growth of the alfalfa iiriiich
could have contributed slightly more vegetation to the ter
race ridge of the moisture controlled experiment*
The smaller confidence interval for the moldboard plow on
the slope and machinery experiment gives an Indication of
better accuracy for that particular experiment*
As shown previously, the total predicted per cent settle
ment can be ocoiputed by the following formula t
-100-
. 1.00
St - -*-7 X100 f
%ihere
" total predicted per cent settlement
I- « Index of potential settlement Immediately after
construction.
The above formula la used with the assumption that the
soil in the terrace ridge will settle until it attains an
apparent specific gravity equal to the original soil* It is
also aaaumed that soil movement by erosion and farming opera
tions will be replaced by terrace maintenance.
An index of potential settlement of less than 1.00, such
as the value of 0.75 for the motor grader, indicates a very
compact terrace cuid should not be used in the above foiroula.
There la as yet no basis for assuming that such a terrace will
loosen and attain an index of potential settlement of unity.
Such slight expansion as was found with a majority of the
cross-sections after the first winter was negligible. The
per cent settlement for terraces compacted to a greater density
than the original soil should be considered sero.
The per cent predicted settlement calculated from the
mean index of potential settlement was 25.per cent and 20.0
per cent for the whirlwind terracer and moldboard plow^
respectively, on the Clarion soil, 15*3 P*x* cent and 0 per
cent for the whirlwind terracer and motor grader, respectively.
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on the Ida soil, and 2S,k per cent for the moldboard plow on
the moisture controlled terrace on Clarion soil*
The per cent total settlenient as calculated from the
Index of potential settlement can bo applied to the height of
fill of terrace ridge even though the Index was derived from
volume measurements* Application of the per cent settlement
to some unit of height Is based on the assumption of equal
proportion of settlement throughout the terraoe ridge* That
is, the soil will settle an amount directly proportional to
the height of fill above the undlstiirbed soil.
The use of such a procedure in predicting settlement of
terraces can beat be explained by an example. Take for
instance, a whirlwind constructed terraoe on Clarion soil*
The experimental data shows the average index of potential
settlement as l*3iv« cent total predicted settlement
would be
* 100)^ - 25.W..31^
If the height of fill at the highest point on the ridge was
1*5 feet or 18 inches, then the settlement would reduce thm
height
Z5mk X 1.50 «* *36 ft. or 1|.«6 In.
The net height of the terrace would be
1.50 - 0.38 = 1.12 ft. or 13.U in.
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For field application of the settlement data, the height
of fill must be known» calculated, or estimated* In most
oases terraces are completed before they are checked* In
such cases the fill height can bo estimated or calculated by
interpolating between elevations taken on undisturbed area
above and below the terrace and subtracting from the ridge
height. From observation of the cross-sections of these
experimental terraces it is reasonably safe to use the height
of ridge above the channel as the height of fill on the low
and medium slopes. The height of fill in most eases was equal
to or slightly loss than the height of ridge above the
channel* On the steeper slopes, the height of fill exceeded
the height of ridge above the channel from as much as 10 per
cent to 30 per cent* Therefore, the height of ridge above
the channel should not be used as the height of fill* The
height varies with slope of land, prooediire of construction
and shape of terrace.
Gore sample data
The index of potential settlement based on core sample
data taken before and immediately after construction is given
in Table 11*
The index of potential settlement as computed from core
samples was not equal to the index of potential settlement
calculated from the cross-section data. In order to evaluate
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TabXo 11
Average Index of Potential Settlement
Based on Core Sample Data
Immediately After Construction
Experi
ment
Slope and Clarion Whirlwind l8 l»4-3 l.l4.8»l,3S 1#50"1»37
machinery Moldboard 18 l«ld 1«23*1*13 1.2]5-1«11
Slope and Ida Whirlwind 18 1*3^ l«ii.l-l«30 1«1^-1»28
machinery Motor 18 0.95 1*00-'0«90 1»03"0«87
grader
Moisture
content Clarion Moldbosird 18 1*16 1«21*1*12 1*22*1*10
ve-
Maohlne
the two methods of measurements, correlation coefficients were
determined. Using the symbols previously defined (I^ for the
Index of potential settlement based on cross-section roeasure-
ments insnedlately after construction and for the Index of
potential settlement baaed on core samples taken Immediately
after construction), the correlation coefficient of ^a^ag
Clarion soil was 0.513. On Ida soil the correlation coefficiflnt
of la^ag 0«386« The tabulated value of the correlation
coefficient for significance was 0.632 at the ? per cent level
and 0.765 at the 1 per cent level (28). The correlation coeffi
cient of la^ag moisture controlled experiment was 0.526
with 0.811 and 0.917 ftt 5 cent and 1 per centj respectively.
needed for aignlficanca. Therefore, the accuracy of the core
samples as a roeasure of predicting settlement Is (Questionable*
It is noted when comparing Z^g with that for all
whirlwind and grader constructed terraces, lag la higher
than Ia« For all plow constructed terraces I^g Is lower
than Z|^ * If the position within the terrace where the core
sample was obtained Is considered with respect to the proce
dure of construction for each of the three types of machines,
a probable explanation can be derived* The procediire of con
struction of both the whirlwind terracer and motor grader are
such that the base of the ridge was formed at the very
beginning of operation. Consequently, there Is more compac
tion by either the machine or soil at the base of the terrace
ridge than near the surface. On the other hand, the base of
the ridge of the plow constructed terraces Is not formed until
the latter stages of constructiona Consequently, the compac
tion by the machine would have a greater effect upon the
upper portion of the terrace than upon the base or lower sec
tions of the fill material* The core samples were obtained
between the I4. Inch and 6 Inch depths of the terrace ridge*
If the above hypothesis Is correct, core samples taken from a
deeper point In the terrace ridge would provide a more accu
rate indication of the apparent speoific gravity of the entire
terrace ridge*
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Soll hardness
The poealblllty of ualng a measure of soli hardness as a
neans of predicting terraee settlement was investigated. The
ponetrometer was used to measure soil hardness and a statis
tical analysis of the data was carried out.
Comparisons of the different terraces based on penetro*
meter data wore carried out in conjunction with comparisons
based on Index of potential settlement (see Tables 5# 7, end
9). In order to evaluate the accuracy of penetrometer
readings as a method of predicting sottlsment, correlation
coefficients were determined for the penetrometer readings
in the newly constructed terrace« in relation to the
index of potential settlement calculated from cross-section
measurements loBnediately after construction» The cor
relation coefficient of laPa fo** slope and machinery
experiment on Clarion soil was 0*472 and on Ida soil 0.207
with 0.632 and .765 being significant at the 5 per cent and
1 per cent levels, respectively. The correlation coefficient
of Ia?a for the moisture controlled experiment on Clarion
soil was 0.209 with 0.811 and 0.917 being significant at the
5 per cent and 1 per cent levels, respectively. Therefore,
it is concluded that penetrometer readings as used in this
study are not satisfactory for predicting settlement*
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Settlemant for Parlod of Study
Tho actual rate of aettleraent of terraces throughout
the time from construction to complete stabilization is not
within the scope of this study. Only tho settlement for the
time interval from fall to spring is reported here. However,
additional data is to be taken at a later date. It would
seen i^asonahle to assume that the rate of settlement would
not be constant for any unit of time but would vary as
climatological and other physical forces act on the terraces.
Even though it is probable that the rate of settlement is
not constant, an analysis of the settlement from the time of
construction to the time of the first seed-bed preparation
is an important part of the overall knowledge of terrace
settlement.
The spring measurements of the experimental terraces
ware made prior to any farming operations. Therefore, all
of the settlement for the interval of time investigated can
be contributed to climatological forces. The dates of con
struction, date of spring measiirenent, and resulting time
interval are recorded In Table 12 along with the precipita*
tion data for both the slope and machinery experiment and
moisture controlled experiment on the Clarion soil site. The
same Information for the Ida soil site is recorded in Table
13. The information presented In these tables la for
Period
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Tabla 12
Precipitation at Clarion Soil Sit*
During Settlement Study
Kumber
daya
Total
precipitation
Melted
snow
Per
cent
snow
Sept. 111 1951^
0.35p 10
Sept• 21, 1951
9 0.20
Sept. 30t 1951
2.8131
Oct. 31, 1951
30 1.27 0.03
Not. 30, 1951
0.35 80^31 o.ii4
Dee. yi. 1951
0.80 0.25 31*31
Jan. 3^» 1952
0.28 72)629 0.39
Feb. 29, 1952
3.4931
Mar* 3X, 1952
1.51^30
April 31» 1952
May 2, 1952^
2 0
Totals 234 11.29 0.91 8*
slope and machinery experimental terraces.
Construction completed and measurements made on
moisture controlled experimental terraces*
^ Measurements made at end of settlement study.
-100.
Table 13
Precipitation at Ida Soil Site
During Settlement Study
Period
Hmber
days
Total
precipitation
(inches)
Melted
snow
(Inches)
i^er
cent
snow
Oct. 30, 1951^
1
Oct. 31, 1951
0.2530 0.31
Nov. 30« 1951
0.if6 100%31 0.1;6
Deo. 31* 1951
0.1531 1.10
Jan. 31» 1952
0.87 20%29 0.17
Feb. 29, 1952
2.83 1.83 (>$%31
Mar. 31» 1952
1.5516
April 16, 1952^
Totals 169 7.12 2.66 k0%
experimental terraces.
^ Measurements made at end of settlement study.
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observatlon of the cllmatologloal forces for the period* Ho
attempt has been made to analyse the relation of this data
to the actual settlement. Only after many years of intensive
inyestlgatlons could such an analysis be made-
Per cent settlement
The per cent settlement for the time Inteirvals from
terrace construction In the fall to measurements In the
spring was computed for each cross—section. This per cent
settlement was not computed from the core sample data.
Using the same symbols aa previously used, the per cent
settlement was cc»nputed from the formula
X 100 .
^a
An analysis of variance was computed on per cent settle
ment for each experiment for the time Interval investigated.
Ko significant difference was found between machines or
slopes on the slope and machinery experiment on Clarion soil,
nor was there significant difference between tz*eatments or
blocks on the moisture controlled experiment. On the slope
and machinery experiment on Ida soil a significant difference
with respect to machines was found at the 1 per cent level
and with respect to slopes and machine-slope Interaction was
found at the 5 cent level* Since the total predicted
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per cent settlement for the grader constructed terraces waa
Eero» such high significance would be expected.
Averages with confidenoe limits were then computed for
the per cent settlement for each experiment Where no signi
ficant differences were found between variables and separated
according to the variable factors where significance was
found. Table Hi. gives the average per cent settlement of
the terraces for the tine intex*val frws fall of 1951 to
spring of 1952.
Table II4. shows that the per cent settlement falls far
short of the total predicted per cent settlement that can be
calculated from the data of Table 10♦ This means that settle*
ment was probably incomplete at the time spring measurements
were made. One exception, of covirse, is the grader construc
ted terrace of which no settlement would be expected. The
negative settlement of the grader terrace on the vei^ hi^
slope class shows a slight expansion which may be due to the
action of freesing and thawing. However, the amount of
expansion is very small considering the size of terrace. The
small per cent settlement of the grader constructed terraces
on the high slope class could possibly be due to a small
amount of loose non-compacted soil on the bade slope of the
terrace ridge which settled more than enough to compensate
for the slight expansion. There is no reason to believe that
a different amount of expansion would have taken place on the
rmrj high slopes.
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Potentlal settlement
nie Index of potential settlement based on terrace
measurements taken several months after ooanstruetion does
not give a true Indication of the changes which have taken
place within the terrace. Instead, it describes futiire
changes expected after the time such measurements were made*
A better indication of change was per cent settlement pre
sented in the previous section which was the actual settle
ment that had taken place. The index of potential settle
ment based on spring measurements does warrant presentation
since it describes the future predicted settlement although
not total predicted settlement as was computed from the
initial readings after construction* For instance, the mean
Ig of the iiAiirlwind constructed terraces on Clarion soil of
1»21 indicates the futxxre settlement that would be expected
after May 2, 1952* Initially the index of potential settle
ment after construction, 1^, on September 11, 1951 for the
same terraces was 1*31|.* It is assumed in both cases that
the index of potential settlement will attain unity when
settlement is complete*
Table 15 gives the average index of potential settlement
with confidence limits based on calculations frcun the cross-
section measurements taken during the spring of 1952* They
are listed for each experiment or separated within the
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Table 15
Average Index of Potential Settlement
Based on Cross-seotion Measurements
After Settlement for Period of Study
No* Ave* Confidence limits
Experiment Soil Machine of Is
1*obs*
Slope and Clarion Whirlwind 10 1.21 1.23-1.18 1.24-1.17
machinery Plow 18 1.13 1.15-1.10 1.16-1.09
Slope and Ida Whirlwind 18 1.10 1.15-1.05 1.17-1.03
machinery Grader 18 0.75 0.80-0.70 0.81-0.69
Moisture Clarion Plow 18 1.2U 1.29-1.20 1.31-1.18
control
exporlment for those variable factors found significant from
the analysis of varlanoe.
It is noted by comparing Table 15 with Table 10 that a
difference of the index of potential settlement for those
terraces constructed by different machines still remains 214.
to 33 weeks after construction* This difference was proven
significant and recorded In Table The order of rank of
the indexes of potential settlement after partial settlement
is approximately the same as the Indexes Immediately after
construction. One exception Is that the index of the plow
constructed terrace has not decreased to the same extent as
the plow constructed terrace of the slope and machinery
experiment* The rate of settlement would of course be less
-111^-
Uhidh can bo noted from Table Ik* The only plauelble theory
that could account for the Inconsistent settlement vould be
the soil differences as was pointed out In discussing the
difference of the initial Indexes of potential settlement of
the two moldboard constructed terraces.
The index of potential settlement of the terrace after
partial settlement was determined by core sample measurements
In addition to cross-section measiirerRents. The average
indexes of potential settlement based on core sample d&ta
are presented with confidence limits in Table 16*
Table 16
Average Index of Potential Settlement
Based on Core Sample Data
After Settlement for Period of Study
No. Ave Confidence limits
Experiment Soil Machine
o
5^ 1%
Slope and
machinery
Clarion Whirlwind
Plow
18
Ifl
1.26
1.13
1.30-1.22
1.08-1.00
1.31-1.21
1.09-0.99
Slope and
machinery
Ida Whirlwind
Grader
18
18
1.25
0.97
1.29-1.20
1.01-0.92
1.31-1.18
1.03-0.90
Moisture
controlled
Clarion Plow 16 1.06 1.11-1.00 1.13-0.99
Again idien is compared with I, as was
compared with the indexes of potential settlement based
on core samples compared with those based on cross-sections
-xis-
are notably lower for the terracoa constructed with the
moldboard plow and higher for the terraces constructed with
the whirlwind terracer and motor grader.
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CONCLUSIONS
Listed below are the conclusions derived from results
and observations of this study.
1. There was a significant difference between the
index of potential settlement of terraces built with the
whirlwind terracer and moldboard plow on Clarion soil and
the whirlwind terraoer and motor grader on Ida soil*
^e per cent predicted settlement calculated frcBR
the mean index of potential settlement based on cross-section
measurements was 25cent and 20*0 per cent for the
whirlwind terracer and jioldboard plow, respectively, on the
Clarion soil, 1$«3 P«r cent and 0.0 per cent for the whirl
wind terracer and motor grader, respectively, on the Ida
soil, €md 25per cent for the moldboard plow on the
moisture controlled terrace on Clarion soil.
3* Differences were observed in the index of potential
settlement of terraces constructed within the same field in
two separate experiments by the moldboard plow* These dif
ferences are probably due to soil variations between the two
experiments*
4* There were no significant differences in the rate
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of settlement of the terraces for the first winter of
installation except on the Ida soil site iidiere the grader
constructed terraces had a predicted settlement of zero*
5. Slope does not have any apparent effect v^on the
Index of potential settlement as was proven by the non-sig-
nifleant differences when I4. per cent and 6 per cent slopes
were compared on Clarion soil and 12 per cent and 16 per
cent slopes were ocHapared on Ida soil.
6« The index of potential settlement was not affected
by the different moisture treatments used in this study.
However, due to the fairly wet season^ all moisture contents
were within a fairly narrow range of available moisture.
The moisture treatments of no irrigation, application of
1 inch of water throe days prior to construction, and appll-
cation of 1 inch of water one day prior to construction did
not give enough difference In moisture content of the soil.
It is quite possible that a wider range voMld have given
different results.
7. Differences in the probable settlement of terraces
constructed with the whirlwind terracer were observed on the
Ida and Clarion soils. Due to the ImposBiblllty of repli
cating the experiment, the differences are confounded with
•lope, else, and the number of passes by the machine in
building the terraces.
6. The ccnnputatlon of Index of potential settlement
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from core samples taken between and 8 inch depths vaa
not comparable to the Index calculated from cross-seotlonsa
Indications were that samples taken at deeper depths could
have given aatiafactory results* The standard error, which
Indicates Aocxxracf, was only slightly higher for the
indexes calculated from core samples than the standard error
of the indexes calculated from cross-sections*
9* The direct measurenent of soil hardness by the use
of the penetrraneter did not give a satisfactory indication
of predicted settlement as compared to index of potential
settlement calculated from cross-section data*
10. The use of a fish cord and rod was a satisfactory
method of obtaining accurate cross-sections in a mlnimiim of
time*
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3UOGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
Obserratlona during tha study that Indicate the need
for further investigation include:
1. Continuation of measurements of the experimental
terraces used In this study to evaluate the effect of farming
operations on the reduction of the tez*race size*
2. A study of the effect of vegetative cover at time
of construction on the settlement of terraces.
3# Expanding this study or setting up a similar experl-
aent to Investigate settlement on additional soils.
i|.« An investigation of the effect of different methods
of terrace construction on soil properties such as structure
and permeability.
5* An analytical study of the compactlve energy exerted
on a terrace during construction and determination of opti*
mum moisture for the compactlve energy.
6. A study of the relationships of optimisn moisture
for maximum compaction and the optimum moisture for efficient
soil movement in constzniction.
7* A study of the possible improvements of methods and
procedures for effective terrace maintenance.
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SUMMARY
This study was conduotsd for the purpose of determining
the amotwt and rate of settlement that would be expected of a
terrace after construction. Methods of predicting settlement
and comparisons of the different factors that affect settle
ment were Incorporated Into the study. The investigation con
sisted of field experiments of actual terrace construction
and measurement designed to accomplish the objectives as
completely as possible.
The variable factors Incorporated Into the experiments
were soil, slope, machine, and moisture content. The measure
ments Included cross-sections, apparent specific gravity
determinations from core samples, and penetrometer readings.
The Investigation was divided Into three separate
experiments. They were: (1) the slope and machinery experi
ment on Clarion soil, of glacial origin, (2} the slope and
machinery experiment on Ida soil, a loess deposit, and (3)
the molstxu?e controlled experiment. The slope and machinei?y
experiment on Clarion soil Included 3^ observations. Half
of the observations were on a low slope class of approximately
4 per cent and half on a high slope class of approxlxaately
8 per cent. Part of those on each slope class were built by
a whirlwind terraeer and part with a moldboard plow. The
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slope and machinery experiment on Ida soil was designed in a
similar manner as on the Clarion soil except that the slope
classes wore high and very high at approximately 12 and 16 per
cent» respectively. The two machines studied on the Ida soil
were the whirlwind terraoar and the motor grader. The mois
ture controlled experiment was conducted on Clarion soil on
approximately a 6 per cent slope constructed entirely with a
moldboard plow. This experiment Included three moisture
treatments within each of three blocks. There were two obser
vations made within each treatment within each block making
a total of 18 observations.
All of the terraces were constructed during the fall of
1951* Measurements were made prior to construction^ immedi
ately after construction^ and 2I4. to 33 weeks after construc
tion during the spring of 1952. The Index of potential
settlement, a ratio of the volume of fill to the volume of
cutf was derived from the cross-section measurements and
core sample measurements immediately after construction and
again after spring measurements. Penetrometer readinpjs were
taken only at time of construction.
The comparisons of data showed a significant difference
at the 1 per cent level of the Index of potential settlement
of terraces constznicted by the whirlwind terracer and the
moldboard plow on Clarion soil. Ko significant dlfferenoe
was found between the low and nedlun slope classes • There
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wero highly significant differences beyond the 1 per cent
level between the index of potential settlement of terraces
constructed by the whirlwind terracer and motor grader on
Ida soil. The comparisons of high and very high slopes on
Ida soil showed no significant difference. There were no
significant differences between the moist\ire treatments on
Clarion soil, but the moisture treatments did not give
satisfactory moisture differences.
The average Indexes of potential settlement baaed on
cross-section measurements were l«3l{. and 1.25 for the
whirlwind and plow constructed terraces, respectively, on
the Clarion soil* The average indexes of potential settle
ment on the Ida soil for the whirlwind terraoer and motor
grader were 1.18 and 0*75 respectively. The plow constructed
terrace of the moisture controlled experiment on Clarion soil
gave an average index of potential settlement of Soil
variation within the same field probably caused the differ*
ence of the indexes of potential settlement of the plow con
structed terraces of the different experiments. The index
of potential settlement of 1.25 for the slope and machinery
experiment is considered more reliable because of its
smaller confidence interval.
There were no significant differences between the rates
of settlement within the three experiments except on the Ida
soil* A difference of the rate of settlement on Ida soil
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would b« obvious sines the total predicted settlement of
those terraces built by the motor grader was zero while the
average predicted settlement of the whirlwind constructed
terrace was 15*3 per cent*
The other methods of predicting settlement such as core
sample measurements and penetrometer readings were caapared
with the cross-section measurements. The correlation coef
ficients were fairly low indicating that core samples and
penetrometer readings are Inaccurate methods of investigating
or predicting settlement of terraces if used In the same
manner as in this study. Indications are that the discrep
ancies found In this study oould be corrected by further
refinements of the methods used here.
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List of STznbols and Abbrevlatlona
(Used In Tables XT, 18, and 19)
Loe. tocatlon designation of observation sections and
lines
C Clarion soil
1 Ida soil
L Low slope class (1^^)
M Medium slope class (8^)
H High slope class (1^)
VH Very hlf^ slope class (16%)
W Moisture controlled terrace
Mao* Machine used in construction of terrace
Wh'lw'd Whirlwind terracer
Plow Moldboard plow
Grader Motor grader
S.C. Slope class
S Slope measured frt^n original ground line of cross-
section in per cent
m*t* Hoisttire treatment
0 Not irrigated
1 Irrigated with one inch of witer three days
prior to construction
2 Irrigated with one inch of water on© day
prior to construction
n Moisture content of soil at time of constructing
terrace in per cent
m^ Sample No* 1
m^ Sample No* 2
Aflxi Area of out frc»n the upper portion of terrace
cross-section In sq« ft.
Aol Area of out from the lower portion of the terrace
cross-section In sq. ft*
A«. Area of fill immediately following construction in
sq. ft.
Afg Area of fill after settlement for the time intez*val
investigated In sq. ft*
A]( Area of cut rsfilled during construction In sq* ft*
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Rl Radius of curvature of staked line of terrace In ft«
Raou Radius of curvature of cut area on the upper portion
of terrace cross-section In ft*
Raci Radius of curvature of cut area on the lower portion
of the terrace cross-section In ft*
Rajp Radius of cxirvattire of fill area In ft-
Rajj Radius of curvature of cut area refilled during
construction
Curvature correction factor of upper out area
Zq\ Curvature correction factor of lower cut area
Zf Curvature correction factor of fill area
Zjj Curvature correction factor of cut area refilled
during construction
Vou Volume of cut from upper portion of terrace equiva
lent to a unit length along staked line of terrace
In cu. ft*
•cl Volume of cut from lower portion of terrace equiva
lent to a unit length along staked line of terrace.
Volume of fill lamedlately after construction
equivalent to a unit length along staked line of
terrace In cu. ft.
VfB Volume of fill after settlement for time Interval
Investigated equivalent to a unit length along
staked line of terrace In cu. ft.
Vk Volume of cut area refilled during construction
equivalent to a xmlt length along staked line of
terrace In cu. ft.
Vq k Total volume of out In cu. ft.
Vfa ♦ k Total volume of fill Immediately after construction
In cu. ft.
•f. ^ Total volume of fill after settlement for time Inter
val Investigated In cu. ft«
Iii Index of potential settlement based on oross-seotlon
measurements Immediately after construction.
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Ig Index of potential settlement based on cross-aectlon
roeasuFeroents after settlement for time Interval
investigated.
^do weight of oore sample taken from original ground
in gms.
Do Bulk density of original soil in lbs«/ou« ft»
Oq Apparent specifio gravity of original soil
^da weight of core sample taken frcoi newly oonstxnioted
terrace ridge.
Dn Bulk density of soil of newly constructed terrace
ridge in Ibs./cu. ft*
Apparent specific gravity of soil of newly con
structed terrace ridge.
^da ^^7 weight of core sample taken from settled terrace
ridge at end of time Interval investigated In gms.
Bulk density of soil in terrace ridge after settle
ment for time interval Investigated In Ibs./ou. ft.
Gg Apparent specific gravity of soil in terrace ridge
after settlement for time interval Investigated
I^- Index of potential settlement Immediately following
construction based on oore sample measurements
I Index of potential settlement after settlement for
time interval Investigated based on core sample
measurements •
pQ Penetrometer measurements in original soil in ins.
Penetrometer measurements in newly constructed
terrace ridge in ins.
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TabXe 17
Moaauroments and Calculations
Slope and Machinery Experiment
Clarion Soil Site
toe. Mao. S.C. S a Agi Af»
liO» —
1 CLl-1 Plow h (l4^) 5.0 25.8 5.kO 2.^ Jl'io
2 2 " " l;.l 23.7 5-% 3.68 12.68
•» 3 " •« -K.q 21.1 g.kO ii..l2 12.68
—%—msA Fi5v?—TTvm—3.5 if.i 6.16 3-36 rnw
52"" 3.7 19.6 5.32 3.32 13.I6
i 1 " "3.0 21.6 5.68 3.72 11.12—7 Eigpt Wh'lw'd L lljjtJ 5TF~"2ir3 PWV^ JHa
Q 2 » n k.6 23.0 I^.oO 1.20 10.88
a 1 » " k.2 26.0 5.2k 1.20 11.0k
-IS—caFi—DhTTwrnrwi—il.i ^o.t ipK
2 ** " 3*9 2l4.«6 5*^® 1«80 11«12
^p "K ^ ^ 2U.0 1»56 11.72
-15—CEFI—Wh*iw*d L —1I.4 is.l 5.2U 1.32 ITlto
Ik 2 " " 14..8 17.7 5.0k 1'16 11.08
•? " " k.7 20.3 5.60 2.00 10.80
-15—5E5I1 fiss—nw)—5.1 2?.5 2.96 i?:i5
17 2 " " 1^.3 21.6 5.36 2.8k I3.I18
•lA ^ •i.'? 2*5.7 ^•20 3*U0 12.16
T9—cFiiT:::!—Wh'lwd M(Bj{) 7.6 21.^ 5.16 i.U
20 2 " " 6.9 21^.3 3.8k 0.88 11.56
PI , 1, II 6.7 2k.O k.36 1.60 12.20
•^5 CFSPI Wh»lw«d M(Bjf) 8.1 18.k-Ek 1.68 ISTIE
23 2 " " 7.7 20.5 0*72 13.36
?f, H " » 9.0 20.6 5.00 1.68 13.32
if—mr^i—Wh>lw*ci M(85«) 13.B 5.16 1.72 IJ3&
26 2 " " 8.k 8.9 k'^U- 1.014. 11.16
?7 1 " " 8.8 11.6 k.32 1.00 11.00
"23 CHi:;:! Flow WIW) 6.^ 15.6 7.12 3.52 Ilpm:
29 2 " " 7.2 Ik.9 7.36 3.36 13.68
in T " " 7.7 13.0 6.60 3.08 13.6
-51 5H5Z1 Flow—irWl 8.3 15.7 6.68 C.l^O tpS
32 2 " " 8.2 13.k 5.80 2.92 12.68
« 1 " " 8.1 15.9 6.12 3.12 13.12
•%—cHEII Flow—irW) 9.0 20.i 6.12 5.36 I2T50
2 " " 9.1 22.7 5.20 2.00 12.92
3 " * 8.2 20.2 5.76 2.00 11.92
(Continued on next page)
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Table 17 (Continued)
^No. *f« *k "l. '^ Aou "acI '^ Af "aIc 'ctt
1 12,08 k.80 206 200 210 211 216*5 0.971
2 11.60 n u ^ n •• ti
11 Bo** ** ** ** ** " **
ITi2B ITHS—235 2(5o 2353 211 216.^ 6.9?!
5 11.32
6 10.28
-gTss 9:55 iTTsro
9.92 " 1.000
9 9.2ii " 1.000
TO 5736 9:5Ii nw
11 9.U8 " 1.000
12 9.56 " 1.000
T3——935
lU 9.52 " 1.000
15 8.2a " 1.000
TS—nnre—rras nsro
17 11.32 " 1.000
18 10,ko " 1.000
T5 st52—EJTp—rre—m—136.5 122.5 125—orw
20 9.16 M » H n « fi n
2^ ^ If n n tt H n M
152—9^35—icnpj noOT
23 10.36 " 1.000
2k 10.214. " 1.000
i
N ft H H It n n
M n It
26
11.3U
8.36
8.68
10 .W
tl
H
53.i
M
n n
76.6
tt
If
62.6
N
n
6^.6
tt
II
6.W
tl
tl
20
29
29
12.60
11.80
ll.aii
6.32
It
tl
ii'^
n
n
112
tt
H
142
H
II
121
n
tt
131
N
n
0.957
n
tl
31
32
33
12.16
11.20
11.60
6.32
n
n
117
tl
N
112
n
H tl
121 "
n
n
131
n
II
0.957
N
n
54
35
9.96
8.80
7.88
6.32
n
n
1.6M
1.000
1.000
(Contlmdl an n«xt page)
Line
No.
1
2
i
I
"T
8
!§•
11
12
ay
lit
15
it
17
1<
•n
20
21
"55
23
2
26
27
"is
29
Zcl
1.117
H
Turr
11
1.606
1.000
1.000
TToTO"
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.219
TTTOT
1.000
1.000
TT^r-
1.213
tl
Zf
1.025
"OiSF
tl
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
TTW
1.000
1.000
Tim'
1.060
1.000
1.000
1.16B
t:^
ft
-13U-
Table 17 (Continued)
Zk cu Vcl Vfa Vfg Vic
1.05
n
•OF
ft
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
TTUSU"
1.000
1.000
T3o7
1.000
1.000
TTTIF
TTW
1.000
1.000
1.222
n
ITTF
n
2.95
l|..ll
k*6Q
3.71
1.20
1.20
1.80
1.56
1.16
2.00
2.8U
1.07
1.95
1.6H
0.72
1.68
THiF
1.49
13.50
13.00
13.00
12.10
13.50
11.I4.0
TlilH
10.88
11.0
it:
11.12
11.72
IT^
11.08
10.80
12715"
13.i4.9
12.16
UTOT
12.65
1"
m
.3.36
T
1 .
13.02
12.8
15-9
14..13
12.40
11.95
12.10
11.60
10.53
9«&0
9.92
9.
9.3<
9.1^8
9.56
9.52
8.2U
11.32
10.UP
"TTRy
10.05
10.2
^T3
10.36
10.3ii
TjfS
9.76
10.12
13.10
12.25
5.0k
"535
935
9.51.
7M
n
•5:32
tf
UTEG
H
"TRnjo
T577T
tt
7.07
tli+.oe
2?
It II n 6.32 3.7il. 14.10 12.30 n
!i 1.213 1.033 1.12 6.59 5.3it 13.43 I2.SO 7.07
32 II n tt 5.55 3.5ii. 13.10 11.60 M
1} 1.213 1.033 1.12 3.7? 13.60 12.02
H
1.000 1.000 1.000 Li2 2.36 12.60 9.96 6.32
35 1.000 1.000 1.000 5.20 2.00 12.92 8.80 H
36 1.000 1.000 1.000 5.76 2.00 11.92 7.88 II
(Continued on next page)
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Table 17 (Continued)
Vc+k Vfa+k Vf,+k
1 13.23 I8.5ij.
2 114..82 iS.Ok-
Ik.88 la.Ok
i
5
6
I
1?
U
Ik
17
18
IT
20
21
T5
23
2
26
2
TCT
13.91
lk.71
15.62
1^.98
ISTST
11 16.U2
12. 16.10
TSTHT
15.71+
17. lU.
II+.52
15.00
TOT
16.k2
1'
i"K7?;
15.60
17.08
s^yrrr
18.70
18.
29
0
i-mif:
18.20
iLa
r
32
th:
16.16
16.71
IkTBo"
13.52
14.08
rrnir
18.51^
l6.Uij
20V
20.U2
20.70
20.66
21.27
17.UJ4.
16.99
16.61i
if:w
19.02
19.10
T9nir
19.06
fe&
17.61;
16.72
sb.h
21.65
21.82
19775
20.76
20.7
"2^
22 .k7
22.8
f
19.32
18.67
15.12
.40
.22
.21
;t5-
.33
.12
.31
.2
f72
.26
.32
31
.31
.1
1.32
1.15
1.1!
TTT?
1.20
1.06
1715"
1.16
1.19
TTT9
1.21
1.0]9 l.Oii.
H—frm
.36
r:^
1.21
1.11
.kB
.ko
13^
.52
.39
.37
M-751
.16
.25
TT^
1.33
1.21
1.20
1.2
TTI
1.06
1.1
it:<3
1.1s
i.iij.
(Concluded on next page)
Wdo
523
534
iii
535 .
529 95.08
100.0
562
50U
:i!
93.95
95.95
Sfct
T7I? 551 97T
1.24 511 91.83
1.18 g2i 93.57
^ 95^
5W 97.51
518 93.08
100.9k
103.31
91.h
90.53
92.52
•nT3—55?—HTTBT
1.32 U99 89.6k
1.22 523 93.95
5%
580
528
I55
539
i93
165.15
559 100
go 98.76
106.I9
IOU.I9
96.82
106.56
55 99.69
559 100.1+5
542 97,^9
TTTo 513 92.114.
1.12 5114. 92.33
1.01 LQ9 87.8k
0,
.51
.5k
.52
.60
35
47
.56
•M
.62
.6!
•^1
.k8
njr
.i+9
.51
16?
.61
.58
75
.67
;lf
.55
1
.61
.56
.i+d
•kS
Line ~
No, *da
76.16
63.2i4.
82.0
93.W
68.30
62.86
THTE
7U.73
65.k6
7^
78.72
59.62
62.86
5^
91.27
86.59
TOT
77.97
-136-
Table 17 (Concluded)
100.1
m
H
•23 l,Ot|.
.52 1.03
.01 0.96
.27 1.00
10.1
11.0
Line
No,
1
2
Loo.
IHl-1
2
i—
5
6
TIT
11
12
13
15
IF
17
18
TT
20
21
•22-
23
t
26
rfIWJ
THj"
"TOST
2
ivfii-i
2
7WJ
TVHlj-
-X37-
7ablo 16
Measuremants and Calculations
Slopa and Machinery Hixperiment
Ida 3oil Site
Mac*
Grader
Orador
Orader
ft
Wh*lw»d
n
Wh'lw*d
n
Wh»lv'd
Wh'lw'd
II
VEJIwrT
n
Wb*lw*d
n
Orader
n
S.C.
H (125^)
It
imsfT
ft
H (15^)
R
H (12#)
It
fi (129I)
n
H (1^)
N
W1W7
H
wiwr
WIWT
n
wnm
It
11.5
10.9
iia
UTS'
11.3
10.8
UTU
12.5
12.
-9:
9-6
11.8
TIT?
11.2
10.
TUT
9.9
.8
Tbvr
16.1
16.0
1^.9
lg.6
T57r
15.9
15.8
T5TT
14.7
14.8
m
30.7
28.8
28.8
3T3
29.0
29.1
•^TTT
29,0
30.6
iher
19.7
20.8
21.8
19.1
•50-
24.4
26.2
IBTF
22.9
19.7
•soTir
18.3
20.8
A
ou
28.76
33.52
32.21i
ij^
30.Uo
28.UO
27.36
23,16
22.00
i7.i^o
17.36
1V.6B
21.12
I9.UQ
26.12
19.92
23.12
21.08
20.28
20.
26.86
20.96
20,16
"srrra-
20.31(.
21.0
157T7
32.52
31.52
29
30
It
32
iIVH5-1 Orailw VB (Ifejt)
If
T5TT
13.7
12.0
•257r
26.2
26.7
30.3
28,
30.l4.t5
29.56
26.a—
35
J6
2
i.
Grader
n
VH (m)
N
Uiiy
13.2
Ik.l
it:
21.5
26.3
f
(Continued on next page)
27.00
2Ul88
cl
•n32"
0.88
1.56
i!) .96
l.iiS
1.0i4.
1.1
1.
2.40
1.60
TTp-
1.04
1.12
ITTT
1.36
1.16
'fa
10.1^0
17.92
22.kd
•5?j
22.52
17.30
T&fSF
19.20
18.56
26.00
30.2
1IT7
19.08
20.00
20.5S
20.19
22.08
inp
30.%8
29.6J
27.72
26.56
-S7M
30.42
0.00
19.36
16.84
17.00
18.28
19.214.
19.32
.130-
Table 18 (Continued)
Ajc Pl Ba^u ^Ael ^Af ^cu
no •
1 10.52 5.10 126.5 109.5 127.5 123.5 0.865
2 16.67 " ^ " n » "
i ll'.lt 5.16 126.5—155:5 153.^ 0.86^
5 22.ii.0
6 17.72 " " I " " ^ "
'•? ife.l^ti 5:15 1.000
8 l8.2i<. " l.yoo
Q 17.72 •• 1.000
Id 2b.9^—irnso—59 75 51 59 TTSTT
11 23.20 " » n 7 ti fi n
1P P7 fJO " " " " ** **
13 l '^.Bl; 11.00 55 55 75:5 51 aj 5T726-
lli iB.i+k <• " I. n It h
1C Tft n3 n M II n « fi n
16 IfelttO irrOT 52 p 753 51 55 57725-
17 17.81^ « n ^ " .. " »
18 21.6li " » "
It) 2B.ig—HTOT rnsoir
20 2fl.00 " 1.000
21 27.0k " l.OpO
25 24.BO—rm33 nw
23 25.40 " 1.000
2ii 26.72 " I'OQO
25 25.56—iTTiso
26 26.76 " 1.000
27 27.88 » 1.000
28 20.96 5.10 219 255 213 223 TIW
29 19.68 « n « n n »
10 17.68 tt n n M I) «31 ij.a^—5,10 118 133 121—115 inm
32 17.3<
18.12
w:ei—5.16 313 2W 313—555 snw
35 20«12 « ft n It M B
36 19.ii.6 " " " " " "
(Continued on next peg#)
n n tt n n ft
ti
Sne
Ho.
1
2
1
6
"T
8
11
12
TT
lit
15
16
17
18
ig-
20
21
IST
23
26
27
"2^
29
30
It
32
35
cl
•CTTTT
"nm
ft
T7?r5"
R
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.600"
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.006
T7505'
N
t:i555-
1.000
1.000
ft
rr
0.9HJ+
tt
tf
B
T7W
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.996
TnSSS"
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Table 13 (Continued)
0.976
n
TTTW
fl
It
ITW
1.000
1.000
1.000
17552"
n
t:u3?
If
TTm
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
"T:T5I5"
H
ou
2i^.85
29.00
26.30
m
23.16
22.00
"TOT
22.10
22.05
icfit
15.32
Ui^lli
'WM
1446
.5o
21. OB
20.28
20.96
20.80
20.96
20.16
21.40
20.84
21 .Oil
34.75
-5#-26.60
25.80
23.00
25.35
ol
TTTJ?
0.68
1»20
TTTT
1.85
1.80
lOB"
1.27
2.00
TT^H-
2.ii.0
1.60
Tip"
I.OI4.
1.12
TTTT
1.36
1.16
'fa
10.24.8
Id. 08
22.65
22.70
1
19.20
18.56
26.90
31.30
21T36
13.77
19.68
20.20
19.85
21.73
30.li8
29.6U
26.92
27.72
28.56
"STTaf
30.42
30.00
19.BO
19.28
16.80
TSTT+r
17.i+3
19.24
19.32
(Cmtlntied on next page)
'fa
10.60
16.80
21.90
•2ITW
22.57
17.86
18.214.
17.72
21. &0
2i|.00
27.90
l8.1i|.
17.90
TST^
17.57
21.30
5a.16
28.00
27. oil
25.40
26.72
26.76
27.88
"23ri%-
19.60
17.60
TOT
17.80
18.60
16.81
20.12
19.46
I1..98
w
ir:^
M
«
TITOT
fl
HTSF
n
11735:
n
TTTiro
n
UTTO
#»
M
UToS
H
JUSZ
ynss
n
-XljO-
Table 18 (Continued)
Eln®
No.
1
2
Vc+k
29.83
33.98
12.88
Vfa+k Vf,+k
15.1^6
23.06
27.6;3 32. 3
5 KTTT STTTC
f
T
31.2
29.
3
27.68
22.ii0
15.58
21.78
26.68
27.55
22.81
IX
12
U
14
15
ir
17
18
TT
20
21
"22
23
2
3?:
28.26
27.10
33.78
.25
75
28.53
0
"23T7H
24.30
21.66
kO .8k
TB—21:50r3<
23.3i+
22.82
3^
37.90
30.13
11.OJ
3230
35.00
38.90
9TW
29.50
29.1627.3 31 04
2535 3IT?5 27
31.21 28
41.1^8
1.0.6
>5
27.09
30.16
:B9
.93
2.66
nr
39.00
8.0i
13755-
33.68
K
33.00
2.28
40. 4 3 4
77792—557M
38.72
19.56
36.40
2
M!
26
2
nr
33.20
.20
JBTSIT
kl'k2
1.00
37.76
38.88
2
29
0
1
32
35
ii
"jr:^
30.82
28.02
•293?
30.35
28.42
797
24.47
21.99
•2OT
22.45
23.77
20.86
24.26
21j^
:26;d4
24.79
22.79
22.50'
22.82
23.62
If
25.1k
0.518
0.679
0.8kl
T:2T
1.23
1.21
imr
1.17
1.22
THIT
1.25
1.23
0.719
0.613
0.
'S
w do
0.522 U43
0.6i4.1 tlJ^S
0.618 U08
1.04
1.1
13
1.03
1.07
rnnr
1.07 475
1.08 kgi
THT
1.16
1.1!•TITJ
1.10
1.1
f17^
1.14
1.17
IJTTW
0.621 457
0.589 460
0.7P li61
0.880 483
0.775 485
inssr-TSj
0.825 471
1.03
424
472
TiTB"
479
w
wu
466
w
469
TOTH
0.728
0.8
569
i7 0.711it:
0.741 478
•oTTSB
0.802
0.856
0.629
0.662
475
492
(Concluded on next page)
9.60
O.W
.29
::Bir
86.77S.15
T70
8l|.6S
81.59
7H75F
76.16
.7611793"
86.09
81.78
84.6^
85.34
88.21
•Btnr
77.97
84.28
79.60
78.72
77755"
82.09
82.65
^4.^
85.90
8'
'S'.
65.34
66.40
•32
.32
.38
.37
Line u.
No.
D.
1
2
i
5
6
T
8
11
12
IT
Ik
11
U70
kU
w
¥
I4.78 85.90
k68 81t.09
531 59.14-9
363 65.214,
386 69.36
553 M.W"
814..U7
83.22
89.U6
B946
477 85.71
8 82.25
Hftrr
359 6iv.l4.9
6.25
353 63.I4.3
332 59.68
5f3 fc3.U
118 57.12
61.12
55TIJ5
336 60.37
11 55.87
15 56.62
2C 58.25
60.18
9FT5n:
95.95
95.76
81.91
93.77
90.21
-IIA-
Table l8 (Concluded)
0. w d8
1.35 1|98
1.33 {4-67
1.37 lt91
1.32
T75F
1.38
orrw
1.05 353
1.11 368
w1752
1.03
0.90
1.02
i;46
373
5
0.96 378
1.dl 57?
D,
89.6
81;.0
81.5
68.2
89.9
w:f-
80.2
80.0
30-
63.4
66.2
Tsry
67.1
67.5
if
0,
1.U3
1.35
1.30
T73T
I.IA
1.26
1.28
"oIW
1.02
1.06
inr
1.07
1.08
1.10
1.01
•g
O.9I4
0.97
0.82
1.01
1.06
inw
0.99
0.97
175?
1.17
1.22
1.33
1.02
ag
0.89
0.96
0.90
"5-:^
0.98
0.97
TTOT"
1.05
1.02
T73T
1.20
1.28
1.28
1.21
T729
1.21
1.22
1.02
2.1 U.8
2.0 2.5
2.0 3.8
ttt
2.0
2.0 2
2.1 34
2.3 6.5
2.2 li.l
2.3 l2.o
1.9 lO.ij.
2.1 10.7
2.1 12.8
2.1 12.5
2.2 lij..Q
2.1 13.5
1.7 12.9
1.7 12.7
2.5 12.?
2.2 11.8
1.8 12.6
2.2
2.6 11.2
Table 19
Heasurementa and Calculations
Moisture Controlled lijcperixoent
Clarion Soil Site
Line
No.
£ioe« Mao* s m.t. mi 02 Aou ^Cl
1
2
WAl-1
2
Plow
n
U.7 1
II
25.8
26.1
26.7
27.8 4.60
2.52
1.60
3
k
VA2-1
2
Plow
It
5.6
5.7
0
tt
23.2
22.2
22.4
22.1
1^.92
1^.72
3.00
2.08
t WA3-12
Plow
n
6.2
6.3
2
n
23.9
23.2
2U.8
23.8
5.36
6.20
2.96
2.60
1
WBl-1
2
Plow
N
6.0
5.8
1
ff
16.8
23.0
22.5
23.0
5.32
6.0^
2.6k
3.16
9
10
WB2-1
2
Plow
fl
6.0
5.Q
2
If
26.0
20.k
18.9
2it..6
5.96
5.80
3.56
3.68
11
12
WB3-1
2
Flow
n
S.k
5.1
0
N
21.8
19.7
20.8
23.5
I4..76 2.14.8
2.1«.8
13
Ik
WCl-1
2
Plow
tl
5.6
5.7
2
n
28.6
22.7
17.3
16.6
i^.l2
1<..92
2.52
3»o8
15
16
WC2-1
2
Plow
H
5.8
5.9
1
It
2I4..O
22.9
18.8
19.8
S.56
S.ko
3.12
2.96
17
18
WC3-1
2
Plow
H
6.2
5.9
0
N
20.8
16.5
17.2
17-7 i4..92
2.60
2.72
(Continued on next page)
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Table 19 (Continued)
^No! Afa Afa An Vc-k Vf^-^k Vf,-rt{
1
2
12.08
12.12
10.28
10.24
7;85 1.00
1.00
15.21
14.05
20.73
19.97
18.13
18.09
11.76
12.12
10.44
11.24
7.85 1.00
1.00
15.77
14.65
19.61
19.97
18.29
19.09
1 11.1+8 11.8810.44
7.85
ft
1.00
1.00
16.17
16.65
21.37
19.33
19.73
18.29
1 13.7213.92
11.92
12.60
7.85
If
1.00
1.00
16.01
17.05
21.57
21.77
19.77
20.45
9
10
13.28
13.2U
13.28
12.40
7.85 l.OO
1.00
17.37
17.33
21.13
21.09
21.13
20.25
11
12
13.8k
13.08
12.92
11.04
7.85 1.00
1.00
15.09
14.57
21.69
20.93
20.77
18.84
13
14
13.56
13.96
12.24
12.08
7.85 1.00
1.00
14.49
15.85
21.41
21.31
20.09
19.93
15
16
13.40
13.04
11.92
12.32
7.85 1.00
1.00
16.53
16.21
21.25
20.89
19.77
20.17
17
18
12.24
13.64
10.56
11.92
7.85 1.00
1.00
14.69
15.49
20.09
21.49
18.41
19.77
(Continued on next page)
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Tftble 19 (Continued)
Line
No. la ^8 Vdo Oo Oo Wda Da
1
2
1.36
1.1^2
1.19
1.29
14-57
U72
82.09
81^.78
1.32
1.36
345
353
61.99
63.43
I
1.2li
1.36
1.16
1.30 14.98
81.22
89.46
1.30
1.43
392
374
70.42
67.12
1 1.321.16
1.22
1.10
511
509
91.83
91.46
1.47
1.47
453
467
81.41
83.90
7
8
1.35
1.28
1.23
1.20
528
526
94.89
94.52
1.52
1.51
430
425
77.35
76.35
9
10
1.22
1.22
1.22
1.17
532
533
95.53
95.76
1.53
1.53
465
4^'6
83.53
B9.1S
11
12
l.iflt
i.lt4
1.38
1.30
537
481+
96.51
86.96
1.55
1.39
471
417
8^.6$
74.91
13
li^
i.i).a
1.33
1.39
1.26
527
533
94.70
95.76
1.52
1.53
449
539
80.66
96.82
1$
16
1.29
1.29
1.19
1.21^
556
507
99.88
91.08
1.60
1.46
531
481
95.39
86.40
17
18
1.35
1.39
I.2I1
1.28
476
521
85.53
93.58
1.37
1.50
436
442
78.35
79.41
(Concluded on next page)
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Table 19 (Concluded)
tine
Ho* ^»g Po Pa
1
2
0.99
1.02
hlk
i^33
7U-3
77.8
1.19
1.25
1.33
1.31*.
lao
1.09
2.6
3.3
9.7
9.7
3
k
1.13
I.OB
372
396
66.8
71.1
1.07
l.lll.
1.15
1.33
1.22
1.26
2.0
2.3
6.6
10.0
t 1.301.3U
506
522
90.9
93.8
l.W
1.50
1.13
i.olj.
1.01
0.98
2.9
2.5 1:1
1
8
1.21^
1.22
1^.98
501
89.5
90.0
i.w
I.UU
1.23
1.23
1.06
1.05
2.0
3.0
8.8
7.8
9
10
1.31^
l.W
513
556
92.1
99.9
l.k8
1.60 1.08
1.0k
0.96
1.8
2.5
7.1^
9.0
11
12
1.36
1.20
1^98
1^85
89.5
87.1
1.43
i.ko
1.14
1.16
1.08
1.00
2.3
1.5
6*5
5.4
13
lU
1.29
1.55
516
1^39
92.7
87.8
I.I1.9
l.kx
1.17
0.99
1.02
1.09
2.8
2.5 u
15
16
1.53
1.38
599
11.90
107.6
88.0
1.72
1.41
1.05
1.08
0.93
1.03
2.2
2.3
8.5
7.0
17
18
1.26
1.27
k27
525
76.7
91^.3
1.23
1.51
1.09
1.18
1.11
0.99
1.9
1.9
8.5
7.5
Station
cioelndM
«ftlauth
froB
btghlltw
Table 20
Azlttitha Afld DistAncsg for i^ntln^r vontrel Joints
oo alop* Aod UEpcriaast
and Moiatur* ControlI*d up«riMQt
Cl*riOD aoU Slt«
Oivtaoe*
faat
i«e«tloo
dcal^nAtloD SUtloo
UloekvlM
aalmuth
fro*
backllfw
Oiatane*
fMt
Iioeaiiaa
daai^natioo
A 0 l3i6-lU S 0 CL6-1D
A 1 189* 47' 6.49 CM6-2U It 1 356* 55' 113.06 CL5-lli
A 2 183' 12' 31.01 CUb-jU S 2 356* 50' 97.88 CL5..JJ
A 3 241* 52' 64.06 K 3 356* 57' 90.73 CJ.5-3U
A k 261* 03' 56.77 uai6-2L S 4 1ft?* 35' 7.17 CI.6-2U
A 5 273* 17' 54.96 uM6-a K 5 181* 30' 23.72 a6-3U
B 0 CMl-lZ. a 6 244* 29' a.62 CL6-3L
B 1 95* 05' 54.85 CMl-lU * 7 258* 02' 56.39 Ul^—2L
B 2 ica' 51' 55.83 Qkl'Zi s 8 268* ^5! 55.05 CU-IL
B 3 loa* 50' 58.33 Gkl-3U S 9 324* 17' 101.51 CL5-3L
B 4 179' 17' 21.23 Cki-3L KlO 326* 53' uo.oe CL5-2L
B 5 181* 34' 17.74 OU-Zi. &11 330* 39' 124.55 CL5-II
C 0 ai-3J E12 80* 24' 105.48 ai2-lLI
C 1 345' 17' 23.29 CLl-lU SL3 84* 05* 102.35 cm-ai
C 2 43' 8.31 ai-au £14 93* 57' 96.U Ck2-3U
C 3 164' 49' 25.69 CL2-1U iS15 57* a' 60.84 au-iL
C 4 162' 57' 33.38 £16 63* 16' 54.46 Ck2>2L
C 5 155* 16' 55.93 CU-31) B17 74* 10' 46.30 Ck(2-3i'
C 6 189* 27' 91.40 c;L2-3L P 0 CM5-IU
C 7 218* 55' 66.U CL2-2L F 1 321* 27' 37.40 Uk6-ID
C 8 226" 14' 62.27 CLZ-U. T 2 319* 18' 30.22 UH6-2U
C 9 250* 16* 54.98 CU-3L- 3 317* 39* 23.79 CM6-3II
ClO 258* 33' 55.04 (;U-2l. T 4 128* 31' 5.56 CM5-3i
CU 276* 23' 58.87 cu-u. F 5 124* 17' 19.86 CM5-3U
0 0 CU-IU F 6 198* 10' 57.Oi C»t5-3L
D 1 297* U' 47.70 a.3-iu F 7 216* 52* 54.75 ai5-2i.
0 i 297* 08' 39.45 F 8 228! 20' 55.00 CM5.1L
0 3 296* 49' 25.01 F 9 258* 27' 63.04 CM6-3t.
D k 115* 35' 7.69 CL4-aU FIO 266* 16' 67.41 Ck6-2L
D 5 U5* 51' 32.U Clu-p FU 272* 46' 72.02 ai6-iL
0 6 175* 47' 63.64 Ci^3L F12 48* 02' 76.17 Ck3-lU
D 7 196* 12' 55.73 CU-2I' F13 52* 28* 77.15 Ck3-2U
D 6 205* 24' 55.07 CL4-II. FU 57* 11' 78.80 CM3-3U
D 9 232* 54' 61.10 Ci.3-3L ?15 91* 24' 32.82 343-31.
010 246* 05* 70.45 CL3-2L F16 76* 24' 25.52 Qiy-2i
OU 250* 47' 75.83 013-11 F17 50* 21' 21.45 Oiy-ii.
WA 0 HAI-IU
4A 1 155' 14' 8.33 *A1-2U IB 6 198* W 85.16 i03-2L
»A 2 43' 31.63 ilA2-lU UB 7 202' 30' 79.75 IB3-1L
UTA 3 158* 01' 39.46 nA2-^ HB 8 219' 38' 64.10 iB2-2L
UA 4 159' 22' 63.24 iA3-lU MB 9 226* 43' 60.66 •B2>11
fA 5 159* 52' 70.05 4tA3-2U WBlO 249' 54' 54.73 lffil.2i.
«A 6 199* 20* 86.13 «A3-2l. yBu 259* 07' 54.94 ffil-lL
*A 7 203* 03' 78.86 «jA3-lt M 0 tfC2-2U
nJA 8 214* 17' 66.07 WA2>2i. riC 1 331' 22' 32.33 MCl-lU
«A 9 220* 15' 61.75 «A2-1I. ^ 2 329* 07* 25.83 MC1-2U
4A10 239* 23' 55.09 WA1-2L MC 3 328* 10' 7.11 1IC2>1U
WAll 247* 18' 54.97 tfAl-lL NC 4 146* 03' 42.78 «C3-10
dB 0 wBi-iy wc 5 146* 04' 50.52
US 1 162* 19* 8.04 •ffll-2U K 6 194* 39' 73.16 iC3-2L
IS 2 161* 57' 28.59 Iffi2-U) rfC 7 2M* 05' 67.70 iC>ll.
MB 3 160* 53' 36.40 nC 8 234* 08* 54.89 NC2-21.
UB 4 159' 16* 55.U iB3-iu 9 244' 36' 55.26 •iC2-lI.
tIB 5 158* 07' 63.24 ucio 269* 48' 63.49 «C1>2L
nCu 277' 28' 67.37 iCl-lL

Table 21
AkiAutba «nd L/istane«« for i«c«Lint{ i.ontroI Points
on Slope and t^hinery fi.xp«riment
Ida Soil 31t«
Clook«i«« Clockwiae
asimuth DlstaiMt Location aiifflutt) Uiataoea ideation
Station fna fMt deaigoatlon Station fro0 feet designation
backllae
A 0 IHI-?; F 0 IVHl-U.
A 1 314* UC' 38.58 IHl-lU K 1 lL-7' U'
A Z Jl2' 50' 13.55 ihi-4J F ^ 115* C^' 55.W iViil-Jj
A 3 IJO* 7.15 ih<:.iu r 3 135" 08' 6^.83 1VH1-3U
A k 129* 39' 13.77 iH2.a' f 4 195' 20' 33.60 IVhl-3l-
A 5 120* 22* 37.16 Iii2-3L> F 5 193* 48' 10.80 ITO1-2L
k 6 170* 06' 70.76 lHiJ-3L G 0 IH5-UJ
A 7 200* W 57.75 IH2-2L G 1 167* 16' 6.38 IH5-3j
A 8 209* 00* 55.71 1H2-Ii. G 2 154' 56' U.43 lH5-ii
A 9 221' 06' 54.82 IMl-Si. 0 3 L^4* 21' a.81 1H6<1U
ao 238* 46' 57.01 IHl-ia. C 4 121* 46' 26.73 1H6-2U
All i:58' 54' 66.61 IHl-U. G 5 107*" 25' 37.05 IH6-3U
B 0 IVH5-:*J G 6 148' 45' 76.88 IH6-3L
B X 274* 00« 22.19 lVH5-ai 0 7 171' 43* 68.10 1H£^2L
fi i 273* 31' 32.16 1VH5-1U G 8 179* 01' 64-55 1H6>1L
B 3 212" 36' 62.66 IVh5-ll. G 9 229* 17' 56.84 IH5-3I.
B 4 206' 18' 59.13 lVH5>2i. GIO 238* 29' 56.58 lH5-2i.
B 5 l&l' 45* 54.65 17H5-3L GU 247" 28' 51..95 IB5-11.
C 0 IVli6-2U H 0 1VH2-3U
C 1 337* 36' 13.65 IVH6-1U B 1 154' 39' 26.0b iVH3-lL
C 2 268* 05* 57.93 IVH6-iJ- U 2 153* 00' 39.55 lVH3-aJ
C 3 250' 27* 54.72 1VM6<2L H 3 152' 08' 47.09 IVH3-3U
c 4 2U* 51' 54.46 IVU6-3L B 4 198* 44' 74.46 IVH3-3L
C 5 156* 22' 9.38 H 5 203' 28' 70.15 iVH3-2L
D 0 IH>3i. H 6 217* 2^' 61.06 IVH3-1L
0 1 18* 27* 8.52 H 7 2a* 23' 54.37 1VH2-3L
D 2 18' 05' 33.34 IH3-II H 8 258* 43' 56.31 IVU2>2L
D 3 81* 50* 60.53 XU>1U H 9 265* 51' 58.69 IVH2-11.
D 4 104* 06' 54.64 lH3-aU HIO 333* 59' 23.48 IVB2-1U
D 5 no* 43' 54.84 lii3-y BU 333' 56' 16.33 lVH-i-2U
S 0 IHU-IL J 0 1VB4-1U
5 1 129» 50» 54.82 iM4-iU J 1 256* 35' 23.72 IVH4-2U
£ 2 137* 45* 54.46 IH4-2U J 2 256* 39' 33.35 IVU4-3U
B 3 168* U' 57.65 1H4-^U J 3 315' 29* 63.60 1VU4-3L
E 4 239' 52' 16.60 1U4-3L J 4 321' 15' 60.22 im-2L
S 5 224' 17'
A—
8.91 IH4.2L. J 5 344* 35' 54.42 IVB4-U


